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An Account of Conlets as given b), Mahonledall 
Historians and as contained in the books of 
the Pishinigan or the A ncient Persians 
referred to by A bul Fazl. 
(Read 9t1t Feorua1), IgIO. ') 
The present year is one, during \vhich, as announced by astrono-
. 111ers, 1 \\"e have to see three C01nets. They are the follo\ving :-
1. Halley's COlnet, \vhich appears at the interval of every 75 years. 
It \yill be at its perihelion, or the point nearest to the sun, on 18th l\Iay 
Igl0 at about 10 a.Ill. 
2. Ten1ple's second periodical C0111et, "'hich appears at the interval 
of every si years. It \vas first observed in l\Iilan on 3rd July 1873. 
It \vas subsequently seen in 1878, 1894, and 1899. I t ,,'as last seen in 
N oveln ber 1904-
3. D'.--\rresti's Cotnet \vhich appears at every 6! years. It \,'as· 
first observed in 1851. Subsequently it \vas observed in 1857, 1870,. 
1877, 1890 and 18g7. In SOl1le of the inten'ening years, and in 1903-
,vhen it \\Tas last expected to be seen, it could not be seen, being,. 
as astrononlers say, "unfavourably placed." 
\Ve are, as it \vere, on the eve of seeing HaIley's cotnet, but before 
\ve could see this celebrated cOtnet, \vhose observations by HaIler 
ha,"e led to a great advance in the science of cometography, there 
appeared on our \Vestern horizon, a ne\v visitor \vhich drc\v to\vards 
it hundreds and thousands of eyes every evening froIn our beautiful 
Backbay foreshore and fron1 other parts of our country. I do not 
kno\v if it is altogether a ne\v visitor. 
As said above, \Ve are on the eve of seeing Halley's great cOlnet, 
before \vhich, the one that \ve have already seen this year is a l11ere 
child of yesterday. Some observers have already seen it \vith their 
po\verful telescopes. The Directors of the I-Ieidelberg and the Caln-
bridge Observatories have already seen it. The l)irector of the latter 
Observatory has announced that its appearance is like that of a star 
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.of the l..J.th or 14 'sth lllagnitude. At this juncture,l I hope, that an 
account of the COlnets as given by S0111e 1\lahonledan historians, and as 
.contained in the books of the ancient Persiaris will be fOL.:nd interest-
ing. I think that a part of this account will be of S0111e interest, 
even to scientific lnen, because, if I do not lnistake, the account of 
the conlets by Abul Fazl, which will forn1 the principal part of ll1y 
paper, \vill be presented fully for the first ti111e, before the students of 
cOlnetography. 
Divz"sz'on of the subject. 
I propose dealing \vith the subject under the follo\ving heads :-
I. The version of SOIne l\laho111edan historians about C0111ets. 
I I. The identification of the COlnets seen or described by thel11. 
111. .An inquiry into the vie\vs of l'fahol11edan \vriters on COlnets. 
IV. The influence attributed by the people to the appearance 
of C0111ets. 
V. The vie\vs of the Pislzinlg-an or the ancient Persians. 
List Qf the ilfahol1zedan A uthors referred to in the Paper. 
The :\Iahollledan authors, \\yhose versions I propose giving, or to 
\VhOnl I anl going to refer in this paper, are the follo\ving :-
1. l\la~oudi, \vho lived at the end of the third century and in the 
first half of the fourth Hijri century. He ",'as born ~ in Bag-dad but he 
had visited India. In 912 A. D., he \vas in 1\1001tan. In 916 A. D. 
he had again C0111e to India and had lived at Cambay and in other 
places. So, though not bOl~n in India, ",re take hinl as an Indian 
historian for our purpose. 1'here is only one reference to a C0111et In 
his l\laruj-ul Zahb or "Prairies of Gold." 
2. Abul FazI, . the celebrated Prinle ~Iinister of King Akbar of 
India. He describes, in his Akbar-nameh, a COll1et that he had seen in 
the 22nd year of the reign of Akbar (985 Hijri, 1577-78 A. D.). Before 
describing this comet, he \vrites, as it \vere, a long introduction, 
giving, not only his view of the phenoll1enon of the appearance of Cl 
comet, but the vie\vs of the learned of his till1e. \Vhile doing so, he 
refers to Greek, ROlnan, Egyptian and Hindu \,-riters on the subject 
also. Having given his introduction, he describes three COlnets that 
had appeared before his titne. Of course, this ll1USt be on the 
authority of SOIne previous writers \VhOlTI he does not nanle. This 
account of the comets will, I hope, interest S0111e scientific 111cn. As 
1 A paper on this subject has appeared from my pen in the .. Revue de )Ionde Musul-
man" of Paris, in its issue of January 1910 (Volume X, Numero n. Later on, it was read 
before this Society, with some modifications and additions suggested by a further study of 
the subject. 
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far as I know, that portion of the Akbar-nlmeh, 'which gives this 
long account of the cOtnets, is not hitherto translated into any other 
language. I give ll1y o\vn translation, in \vhich I have follo\ved the-
text, edited for the Asiatic Society of Bengal by Maula\vi Abd-ur--
Rahill1: 
3. Ahlnad-bin-~lahlnad, the author of the Nigaristan, ,\Tritten 
in 1552 A. D. 
4. Niz!m-ud-din, the author of the TabakA.t-i-Akbari. 
5. Badaoni, the author of the ~1untakhab-ul-TA.\yarikh. 
6. J ehangir, the author of vVakiat-i-J ehangiri. 
7. l\1utamadkhan, the author of IkbaI-natneh-i-J ehangiri. 
1. 
THE VERSION OF SOME MAHOMEDAN HISTORIANS ABOUT' 
COMETS. 
I "Till no,v give the yersion of the l\laholl1edan historians I have 
natned above. I ,,,ill give the versions of four in the \\'ords of their 
translators. The rest I have translated from the original. 
I \vill give, at first, Abul Fazl's ,-ersion about the COll1ets, as it is the 
largest and fullest. As said above, I give tny o,,,n translation of his 
version in the Akbar-n!tneh. 1 
.4bul Fazl's vers£on of the comets of I264, I400-I , I433 alut IS77 
in his A kbar-nal1zeh. 
"In the matter of the appearance of a tailed COll1et "'hich appeared 
after sunset (lit. after the tilne of the sitting of the great lunlinary-
\vhich besto\vs favours upon the ,vorld-on the chair of the ,vest of' 
the earth). 
" A preface is \vritten for a cClllplete conlprehension of the descrip--
tion of the symbol of the Heavens. 
"\Vhen the rays of the \vorld-illuminating sun fall on the Inoist 
earth, it is heated by the lustre of that: exalted lunlinary, and 80me 
of the particles of \vater, becoming ~ighter rise up\vards, and ll1ixing 
\vith particles of air take an up\yard direction. This mixture is 
called vapour (bokhar). 
" When the parched earth becotnes the seat of the heat of the illull1in-
ator of the \vorld (i.e., "yhen it is heated by the sun), the essence of" 
1 Maula\\i Abd-ur-Rahim's Text for the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. Ill., pp. 22I-2Z4. 
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tll0isture froIn its atnbuscade is attached to dryness. Then, by the 
influence of the heat, particles of earth being heated become lighter, 
and after Inixing thetnselves \vith aIr fly above and that intermixture 
is called steanl (dakhall). 
{( Each of these is of t\VO kinds. One is confined to the earth and 
~prings, strealnlets and streams come into appearance. 1 
" The second, appearing on the surface, rises up pOlnpously. Froln 
this are fonned clouds, rain, hail, thunder, lightning and such other 
phenomena. Books of Natural Science give explanatory accounts of 
these very clearly. 
" N O\V, let a little of the Inanifestation of that \vonderful ilnage 
(vz~"!., the comet) be \vritten for the pleasure of the garden-ground of 
'information (i.e., I \viII no,v "~rite sOInething about the phenolnenon of 
a comet for the infonnation of In y readers). 
"It is not concealed from (i.e., it is kno\vn to) the \vriters of 'wisdoll1, 
that every tinle l\lars attains ascendency over the tract of a country, it 
l11akes the land of the country dry, and foul vapour and steam arise 
in large quantities, especially, in the C0111111encement of the yeal· or 
the season, \vhen l\fars is in the loth and ,,-hen the unhappy constel-
lation 111ay be that of badi (i.e., that of GelTIini, Aquarius and Libra) 
and of ataski (i.e., of Aries, Leo and Sagittarius) and \vhen the lTIOOn 
or l\Iercury is in the blidi U.e., in the signs of Gelnini, Aquarius and 
Libra), so that it looks to\\~ards thenl ,,-ith an eye of alnity. Anyho,,-, 
fields are then devastated and the beginning of a famine is in sight; 
sickness is prevalent, calanlities gain strength and the thread of the 
rmrsuit of kno\vledge is broken. 
1 This refers to the action of what Abul Fazl calls dakhan or steam. Here he explains. 
not in a clear or distinct way, how streams and springs are formed. Modem science also 
attributes to the formation of steam. the rise of springs. &c. Prof. Anstead's following 
description elucidates what Abul Fazl says :-
"Of the water that falls on the earth as rain. we have seen that a certain part runs off the 
surface by rivers into the sea, or is evaporated back again into the atmosphere within a very 
s;hort time. The remaining part disappears. It passes into the earth's crust being 
absorbed into the soil and surface-rocks or entering the innumerable crevices and fissures 
that exist in all rocks near the surface. Making its way through permeable rocks, such as 
sand. or passing into natural reservoirs or along some underground channel. it circulates 
through the earth for a time, longer or shorter. according to circumstances, and comes at 
length once more to the surface. If it falls in a district greatly above the sea-level. it may 
issue in springs at some lower part of the same country, or, by the pressure it exerts when 
the rocks are full, may force out other water that has already performed a long journey. 
If it falls near the sea, it may still be brought back into circulation, for we know that the 
temperature of the interior of thf" earth is higher than at the surface; and it is quite possible 
that a little water, penetrating the depths at which it would be converted into steam, may 
exercise a rressure sufficient to overcome the force of gravity, and help to force up large 
colbmns 0 water from great depths, which may either rise through fissures at a high-
temperature in thermal springs. or. oozing upwards. may again become cooled before reach-
ing the surface. It may and does re-appear in this way naturally, and at ordinary tempera-
tures. All water obtained or obtainable from the intenor of the earth is called sprz'ng water, 
and all sources of water within the earth are called sp1'l·ngs."--Physical Geography, by Prof. 
Anstt"ad (1871, p. 213). 
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" In short, \\~hen the tenacious thick vapour (rising) frolu its seat, 
attaches itself to the first layers of atnlosphere which are heated, it 
acquires a pleasant look (i.e., is illuluinated), just as the lalTIp-black 
of a lan1p becomes illumined fron1 its contact \vith a lighted candle. It 
is then called shahilb (i.e., 11leteor). \Vhen it begins coming dO\\Tn to 
the earth, cotnmon people think that it is a star that is COIning do\vn. 
If that does not happen on account of its connection, it is not illulni~ 
nated, but burns, and profiting by the different kinds of \veather 
assumes different forms like those of a lnan \vith locks of hair, a 
person having a tail, a person holding a lance in his hand, an 
anilnal \vith horns, or the like. Depending on the differences of its 
position, it fades soon, or lasts long. At times dreadful red1 or 
black forms appear in it. The red fonns, \vhen thick, add to the ter-
ror. When thicker, it is the biack for111s that cause terror. In the 
ancient language, such a fonn is named sawat-i-najul1z 2 or Zawat't 
A !J'Zolzb:3 • Every one (of these fonns) has a different nalne according 
to its feature. Thus, the one with locks is called ZuzavabG (i.e., the 
possessor of locks of hair) and the one \vith a tail is called Zuzandb 
(£.e., the possessor of a tail). 
" In Indian books 1110re than 100 (nalnes) are recounted. In Greek 
books, seven kinds are recognized and all are considered to be of the 
nature of Saturn or l\iars. Those \vith locks of hair and those \vith 
tails are known to be more unlucky. Batlituus (PtoletllY) says that 
bet\veen the hairy C0111ets and the sun, there is the difference of I I 
constellations. S0111e Greeks are of opiniol1 that the hairy comets 
appear towards the East at the time of the da\VI1 and the tailed 
con1ets appear towards the West in the early part of the evening. 
Certainly fro 111 the repeated sight (of such phenolnena) such a 
supposition can be made. 
" The \vise Inen of India divide then1 into hvo kinds and take thenl 
to be auspicious and inauspicious (respectively). All are unaninlous 
in saying this, that its (i.e., the conlet's) influence is reflected upon 
the country over \vhose zenith it passes or whose best inhabitants see 
it. It Inoves according to the position of the constellation in which 
it -appears, and in accordance with the strength of the 1110tion of the 
region of fire. 4 Its influences appear in proportion to (the tin1e of) 
--~.--------------------------------------------------------------
1 Cf. the description of the appearance of Halley's comet in 1835 by Mr. E. V. Reward :-
" It glowed like a red-hot coal of oblong form." It appeared like ., a blazing rocket." 
(The Story of Halley's comet. The Nineteenth Centmy of September 1909, p. 532). 
2 Lit. "Keeper of the ward-robe of the stars." 
3 £.e., " Mistresses of locks~" 
4 Compare with this. the words, "CharlOt of Fire," applied to a comet by Mr. E. 
Vincent Heward in his Story of Halley's Comet (The ftl;lleteenth Century of September 
1909t p. 51 a). 
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its stay (i.e., the longer it appears, the greater its influence as to 
good or bad luck to the country). I n the \vritings of the ancients, 
nirangs ( ~ ft incantations) for (counteracting) these influences are 
Inentioned nlore than can be described. 
" Out of all (these cOlnets) one hairy COll1et appeared in the year 662 
'Hijri. 1 The increaser of the splendour of the world (Farugk afzae-i-
/UaJJl) was in the sign of Leo and had gone about I I fingers 2 do\vn 
the earth (i.e., had set) in the night. The strange thing \vas, that it 
(i.e., the c0l11et) appeared to be of the proportion of the head of a big 
lnan and elnitted steanl froln its front. It passed (i.e., appeared) in 
the countries of Tibet, Turkestan, China, Kashgar, Farg!na, 
~fa\vara'u'n-nahr (Transoxania) and Khorasan. It appeared for 85 
days. In all these countries, there arose rebellions. In T'ransoxania 
and Khoras!n, calall1ities of thunder 3 and lightening and such 
other (phenoI11ena) appeared. 
"~lany years and 1110nths had passed over this event, and then, in 
803,4 a tailed COlnet appeared in the zenith at Rum (Constan-
tinople). ~1 ulana Abdallalasan and l\lahiAddin l\Iagrabi ,,-ith other 
astrologers of that tinle infonned Tin1ur, that froll1 \\-hat the ,,-jse 
and the experienced have said it appears that al1 arnlY (coming) [ro111 
the direction of the East \vill be victorious in that country, and a 
general froIn that country w·ill assist (hinl). Timur (lit. that illul11i-
nator of the face of fortune), \vho \vas ahvays expecting an iln-asion 
of the country, but \vhose cornpanions of poor intelligence did not 
acquiesce, attended to that (prediction) and convinced the great and 
the small (of his court) of the truth (lit. gel11) of his resolution and 
of the insight of the star-seers. 
" In the year 837,5 on the occasion of a ne\v 1110011 in the first part 
of Libra, a tailed COl11et appeared (lit. gave brilliancy to the day) 
near the 17th lunar l11ansion in the north. It rose and set \\-ith it. 
After the lapse of several days, its special I11otion appeared. FrOlll 
that 17th lunar 111ansion in the north (a forn1 like that of) a lance-
holder separated (lit. assunled the face of separation), and In 8 
1 A. D. 1264. 
:3 A kind of measure. 
:~ Taking the word to be ra'ad ~t) , The Bengal Asiatic Society's text giyes the wurd 
as J.,!:; which is the last star in the tail of the Lesser Bear. It also means a governor. 
.. 
But these words seems to have no proper meaning here. In the foot-note it giyes raJ-'ad J.: J ) 
as f(;und in another manuscript. I think it is mistaken for ra'ad J.t) which suits well 
with the next word harak ( J 'r. ) "flashing." 
4 J401 A.D. 
5 1433 A. D. 
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months, took the path of the call1el. A great pestilence, spreading 
misery (round about), appeared in Herat and its dependencies. 
Every day more than a thousand persons died. Mirza Ibrahim, the 
governor of Fars and Mirza Bysangar Arghun, the King of Badakh-
shan, and Shaikh Zai-ud-din Khafi died in this calamity. A fierce 
quarrel, \vhich took place bet\veen Mirza Shah-rokh and Sikand!r 
KarA. Yusaf, was also the consequence of this (colnet). 
" The learned in the 111ysteries of the Heavens are convinced of this, 
that, if it appears \vithin the boundaries of a country, its king or his 
vice-regent dies. If it is declined to\\"ards the boundary, the property" 
i.e., the country of the governor passes a\\'ay fro111 his hands,1 and 
plague and diseases and afflictions add to the sickness of the country. 
Sudden deaths occur anl0ng the conlnlon people. 
" A thousand thanks to God, that, o,,"ing to the benedictions of the 
holy soul of the King (Akbar), (bad) influences and Inisfortunes have 
disappeared froll1 his dOlninions. If, in case, such a terrible sign (i.e." 
a C0I11et) appears, a great calalnity does not overtake this country. In 
spite of such Divine protection, that intelligent person of the asseIllbly 
of information (i.e., the intelligent and \vell infonned King Akbar) 
ordered allllS to be distributed on a large scale according to the CUStOll1S 
of the l\lahomedans and Brahnlans, and people of all places hecanle 
cheerful. The most beautiful thing of this great liberality (i.e., the 
result of this alms gh'ing) \,-as this :-
"On the day Arad (Arshisang), the 25th of the Itahi month Ab1n, 
at the tilne, when the sun Inade his conspicuous appearance in the 
sign Scorpio, this heavenly sign (i.e., the tailed cOlnet) kindled its 
brilliant face in the sign of Sagittarius, faced to\vards the \vest (and) 
inclined towards the north. It had a long tail. It had reached such 
a limit, that in many to\vns they sa\v it for five n10nths. The \veIl 
informed astrologers, and those skilled in the Inysteries belonging 
to the higher (i.e., celestial) assembly, explained it thus :-' That 
alllong some of the inhabited parts of Hindustan, there \yiIl be a 
scarcity of grain, and they specified some particular places. The 
tilne of the ruler of Iran \\~iII come to an end and in Iran and 
Khorasan there \vill arise disturbances.' All, that \"as said, calne to 
pass without anything being less or diminished. A short time after, 
a caravan calne from Iran. Some of its \veIl infonned men of truthful 
lllind infornled His lVlajesty of the death of Shah Tahlnasp and of 
the murder of Sultan Haidar and of the accession to the throne of 
Shah Ismail. 
1 Cf. The words of Louis le Debonnaire, on seeing Halley's comet in 8;)7 A.D. He said :-
" A change of reign and the death of a prince are announced by this sign (The story of 
Halley's comet. The Nineteenth Century of September, 1<)09. p. 518). . 
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"The purport of all this detailed account is this :-The King of 
heavenly abode (i.e., King Tahlnasp) died in the beginning of the I1!hi 
month J{hordad 1 ". 
I will no\v give the version of other l\1ahotnedan \vriters in the order 
in \vhich I have named them above. 
Magoudi's Muruj-ul Zakh .. 
1Vla~oudi, speaking of the events of the Hijri year 299 (91 1-12 A. D.) 
thus speaks of the appearance of a COlnet in that year. Though born 
in Bagdad he was in India at the time when the comet appeared. 2 
"Une grele enorn1e, C0111pOSee de grelons pesant un rill, poids de 
Bagdad, tOlnbe sur Koufah en Ineme tetnps qu'une bourrasque de 
sirocco, au mois de ramadan; plusieurs Inaisons et edifices sont 
renverses. Ce sinistre est suivi d'un trenlblement de terre qui coute 
la vie a un grand nOlnbre d'habitants. Ces desastres eurent lieu a 
Koufah en 299. La Ineme annee est signah~e par un treln blen1en t 
de terre en Egypte et par l' apparition d 'une COlnete."3 
THE VERSION OF AHM~D BIN lVIAH~1AD, IN HIS NIGARISTAN,4 
OF THE COMET OF 941-42 A.D. 
In the year 3305 (Hijri), there appeared a comet \\'hose tail appeared 
froIn the East to the \Vest. It renlained for 18 days. Fro111 the influence 
of this inauspicious sign, one jarib 6 of \vheat cost 320 golden '!Jliskdls.7 
One ear of corn \vas \vorth a beast ot burden,8 the price of \vheat rose 
so high. Men ate one another out of hunger. In the time of fan1ine 
a plague appeared, so (virulent) that people had not the strength of· 
burying the dead. 
NIZA:YI-UD-DIN'S VERSION OF THE COMET OF 1578 IN HIS Tabalult-i-
Akbari. 1\VENTY-THIRD YEAR OF THE REIGN 9 (A.D. 1578-79). 
" At this period, at the tiIne of evening prayer, a C0111et appeared 
in the sky to\vards Arabia, inclining to the north and continued yery 
a ,,"ful for t\yO hours. 'rhe opinion of the Astrologers was, that the 
effects \vould not be felt in Hindustan, but probably in Khurasan and 
1 Here follows an account as to how King Tahmasp died, Sultan Haidar was murdered. and 
Shah Ismail came to the throne. 
2 Macoudi traduit par Barbier de Meynard. Vol. I. Avant-propos p. Ill. 
a Macoudi traduit par Barbier de l\Ieynard, Vol. YIlI, pp. 281-82. 
4 In this translation, I have followed the text pub1.ished in 1245, Hijri, 1829 A.D. at the 
instance of Captain George J ervis ( ~!!Ii.. Le ~) tQ.. • fl~() p. 70. 
• ~,). <:: . ~ ".' 
Vide Elliot's History of India, Vol. Il .. Appendix. p. 505. 
5 941 •64, i.e., 941-42 A.D. 
U J arib is .. a corn measure equal to four qafix." Qafix is "a measure containing about 
64 Ibs. in weight" (Steingass). 
7 .. A weight of a dram and three-sevenths" (Steingass). 
8 Pan'in. It also means Pleids. 
(. The beginning of the 23rd year of Jehangir's reign corresponded with Tuesday, the 2nd 
Muharram g86 H. (IIth March 1578). 
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Irak. Shortly afterwards, Shah ISlnail, son of Shah Tahlnasp Safawi, 
departed this life, and great troubles arose in Persia. "1 
I have given Elliot's translation but have corrected it in one place. 
The first part of the passage as given by Nizanl-ud-Din runs thus :-
""':'f)j rl!)W ~J)j r~} t:J:!)j ~)j ))J c.'~ )tl,l; J~2 
J.! ytU; (.!)~T YJ),.J)j )..J j J~ J~~ Yy. 
Elliot seenlS to be \vrong in translating the ,vord " dar-tarf-i Arab" 
by " towards the East." The \vord " Arab" does not Inean' East.' 
It sinlply nleans 'Arabia.' So, the \vords should be translated 
"'tow"ards Arabia." Now', as ~\rabia is in the West, the words nlay be 
translated" tow'ards the West." This translation \vill then tally with 
the statelnents of Badaoni and Abul Fazl, who say that the COlnet 
appeat:"ed in the "Vest (y jvo l\lagreb). 
There is one thing to be noticed in Nizanl-ud-Din's \vriting. He 
uses the ,,"ord dur-daneh () J j ).J j) for a COlnet. I do not find 
the ,vord in the ,vell-kno\vn Persian dictionary "Burh!n-i-kA.t€~h." 
I do neither find the \vord in the Persian-English dictionaries of 
Richardson and Steingass nor in the English-Persian Dictionary of 
"\Vol1aston. The Tabakat-i-Akbari alone uses it for ~ "colnet." I 
think that this is an attempt to render into Persian, "Gurcheher," 
the Pahlavi word for cOlnet, \vhich can also be read "durcheher." 
\\le \vill speak of the Pahlavi \vord at S0111e length later on. 
Badaoni's Muntakhab-ul. Tawarikh. 
Badaoni's version of the COl11et of 1578 as given in his l\Iuntakhab-
ul-Tcl.\v§.rikh 3 runs thus :-
"~\lnong the unexpected events (one) \vas this, that in the same 
year, a comet appeared fron1 the direction of the West. When Shah 
~fanvur left a long tail from behind in the, corner of his turban, they 
nalned him (in joke) 'a tailed cOlllet.' The 
effects of this comet appeared in that country." 
Badaoni, like Abul Fazl, places the event in the 22nd year of king 
Akbar's reign, while Nizan1-ud-Din, as seen above, places it in the 
23rd year. Elliot thus explains the discrepancy :-
" The t\venty-second year began on the 20th Zi-I-hijja, 984, and 
being a solar year, it extended over the whole of Hijra, 985, and elld-
1 Elliot's History of India, Vol. V, p. 407. 
2 Tabakat-i-Akbarl. Munshi Naval Kishore's lithographed edition of 1875 A.D. (1292 Hijrl) 
p. 339 11. 3-4. 
3 Lees and Ahmad Alis text, Vol. n, p. 240, 1. 16,-p. 241, 1. 5. I give my translation from 
this text. Vide Lowe's translation, Vol. 11, p. 248. Vide also .. L'Empereur Akbar" par le 
Corntt' F.A. De Noer, traduit de l'Allemand par G. Bonet Maury, Vol. I, p. 262. 
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ed on the 1St day of 986. The oversight of this fact has given rise 
to some confusion in the dates about this period, and the events here 
recorded as having occurred in the t,,'enty-third year of the reIgn are 
placed by Abul Fazl in the hventy-second."l 
When identifying the COInet of King Akbar's reign, later on, ,,"e ,,"ill 
see that it appeared in 1577, the 22nd year of Akbar's reign. 
/ehangir's ~Vakiat-i-Jehangiri. 
The version of the author of the vVA.kiA.t-i-J ehangiri ab~ut the t\yO' 
COlnets, that appeared in 1618 in King Jehangir's reign, runs thus 
(Elliot's History of India, Vol. VI, p. 363) 
Saturday, 17th Zi-I-ka'da. '2 Several nights before this, a little-
before dawn, a lunlinous vapour, in the fonn of a column, had tnade 
its appearance, and every succeeding night it arose half an hour-
earlier than on the preceding night. \Vhen it had attained its full 
developnlent, it looked like a spear \vith the two ends thin, but thick 
about the nliddle. It \vas a little curved like a reaping-sickle, \\"ith 
its back to\vards the south, and its edge to\\'ards the north. On the 
above-n1entioned date, it rose three hours before sunrise. ·The astrono-
nlers tneasured its size \vith their astrolabes and, on an average of 
different observations, it ,,-as found to extend 24 degrees. Its course 
\vas in the empyrean heaven, but it had a proper motion of its 0""11, 
independent of that finnalnent, as it \vas retrograde-first appearing-
in the sign of the Scorpion, and then in that of the Scales. Its dec1ina--
tion \vas southerly. Astrologers. call such a phenolnenon a spear, 
and have "'ritten that it portends evil to the chiefs of Arabia, and 
the establishnlent of an eneIny's po\\'er over thenl. God only kno\\-s 
if this be true ! 
"Sixteen nights after its first appearance, a conlet appeared in the 
sanle quarter, l;taving a shining nucleus, \vith a tail in appearance 
about t\\'O or three yards long, but in the tail there \vas .no light or 
splendour. C p to the present tiIne, nearly eight years have elapsed 
since its first appearance, and 'when it disappears, I shall take care 
to record it, as \vell as the effects \vhich have resulted from it." 
From the above extract, perhaps one }11ay be led to suppose that 
the conlet continued to appear for eight years. We will explain this 
matter, later on, while identifying this conlet. 
1 Elliot's History of India. Vol. V. p. 403. n. t. 
2 The year was Hijrl 1027. A D. 1618. Vide Elliot's History of India, Vol. VI. p. 356 .. 
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111utamadkhan's Ikbal Namell-i-Jehangt"rz'. 
Version of Mutanladkhan, in his Ikbll N!tneh-i-Jehangiri, of the 
first of the COlnets of 1618 (Elliot's History of India, Vol. VI, pp. 406-7). 
" On the 16th of De, an hour and a quarter before the da \vn ot 
the day, there appeared in the atnl0sphere a vaporous tnatter in the 
-shape of a column, and it \vas seen half an hour earlier every succeed-
ing night. \Vhen it appeared in its full fonn, it resenlbled the shape 
of a javelin. It \vas thin at both ends, and thick and crooked in the 
Iniddle like a sickle. Its back \vas to\vards the south, and its face 
to\vards the north. The astronOlners Ineasured its size by Ineans of an 
astrolabe, and upon a comparison of different observations, it ,,'as found 
.to extend over 24 degrees. It tnoved \vith the highest of the heavens, 
but had a proper tnotion of its o\vn ; so that it first appeared in the 
sign of Scorpio, and in a short time left it, and entered that of Libra. 
It also had a southerly declination. Astrologers in their books 111en-
tion such a phen0111enOn under the na111e of a javelin. Sixteen nights 
after its appearance a star \vas seen in the same direction, the head of 
\vhich was IUlninous; but its tail, \vhich \vas t\\'O or three yards long, 
elnitted no Hght. It \vas in consequence of its appearance that a 
pestilential disorder (waba-o-Ia' aun) spread throughout this extensive 
country of Hindustan, which exceeded everything kno\vn and record-
ed in fonner ages, nor is there any Inention Inade of such in the 
authentic \vorks of the Hindus. 1'he pestilence arose in the country 
.one year before the appearance of the phenomenon, and continUo--
ed to rage for eight years. It \vas also through the effects of this 
phenomenon that a mi~understanding arose between His l\lajesty and 
the fortunate prince Shah J ahan. The disturbances \vhich thus origi-
nated lasted seven or eight years. What blood \vas shed in the coun-
try ! and ",hat fatnilies \vere ruined ! 
"At this tilne it was learnt from the petition of Bahldur Khan, 
Governor of Kandahlr, that in the environs and dependencies of the 
.city, the mice had increased to such an extent that they left no trace 
.of either crops or fruits. With the greatest difficulty, perhaps, only 
one-fourth of the produce was saved to the cultivators. In the salne 
lnanner, the fields of Inelons and the produce of orchards and vine-
yards were totally destroyed; and \vhen no fruit and no corn retnain-
.ed in the gardens and in the fields, by degrees the luice all died off." 
11. 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE COMETS. 
We will now proceed to identify the COlnets described by the above-
nan1ed Mahotnedan authors. Mr. J. Russel Hind's book on COluets 
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has been of great use to 11le in identifying theln. The comets referred 
to by Nizam-ud-Din's Tabakat-i-Akbari and by Badaoni's l\luntakh-
ab-ul-Ta,v!i-ikh are the sallle as that ,vhich is the fourth in the list of 
Abul Fazl ; so they do not require a separate identification. \Ve ,vill 
proceed in our work of identification in the chronological order of their 
.appearance. The oldest cornet referred to is the one l11entioned by 
~Ia~·oudi. 
Magoudi's Couze! of 912 A.D. 
1. The COlnet of Hijri 299 (911-12 A.D.) referred to by l\Ia\,oudi is 
Halley's COlnet in one of its previous revolutions. 1\lr. Russel Hind, 
in his book on cOlnets,l gives a table of the Inost probable epochs or 
the perihelion passages of Halley's COl1let, cOlnlllencing from liB. C. 
Therein we find its 13th appearance in 912 A.D. This date corresponds 
to l\'Hl<;oudi's Hijri date 299. In this table, the author marks "'ith an 
asterisk, the Inost certain appearances of Halley's COlnet before the 
)'ear 1456. This pa:-ticular appearance is not so l1tarked, because, pro-
bably, he had not before hinl any historical reference to it. But a ne,v 
.col11piler can, I think, take this as a certain appearance on the autho-
rity of a \vell-kno,vn Arab author like lVlat;oudi. In another place, 
Hind refers to it as a C0111et observed at Constantinople. 2 
According to 1\lr. Challlbers,3 there appeared two C011lets in 912 A.D. 
'One of these was Halley's. The one referred to by l\1a<;oudi Inust be 
Halley's, as it is referred to as a renlarkable one, having been accom-
panied with other phenolllena. 
The C011let referred to in, tIle Nigarislan. 
2. Elliot 4 sUrInised that the COl1let of Hijri 330 (941-42 A. D.), 
referred to in the Niglristln, was Halley's C0111et, one of ,,,hose 
probable appearances has been reckoned to be in 930 A. D. He sur-
Inised that, as there is ahvays a difference of a fe,v months bet,,'een 
each period of its appearance, due to the action of planets and to 
,other cat.:ses, this diffe'rence of nearly I I years 11lay be accounted. 
But Russel Hind has, in his book I on C0111ets, given a list of the 
.epochs of its perihelion passages on fornler occasions fro111 the date 
{)f its last appearapce 1835 A.D. to I I B.C. \Ve do not find in that 
list its appearance in 941-42 or thereabouts. Again, ,,'e do not find 
.any conlet mentioned in this year either in the list of Russel Hind or 
1 The H Comets" by J. Russel Hind (I~52) p. 57. 
2 Ihid, p. IS, 
3 The Story of the Comets. p. 1.20. 
~ Elliot's History of India, Vol. 11, p. 506, n. 10 
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in that of Ferguson. 1 So, for the present, ,ve must take it as an 
unidentified conlet. 
A hul Fasl's Conzets-Ft'rst COllzet. 
3. (a)' The first comet referred to by Abul Fazl is that of the year-
1263-64 (Hijri 662). This C0111et is Comet III of Ferguson's2 list. It 
• passed its perihelion on 6th July 1264 at H. 7-50'-39", according to· 
the meall tinle of Greenwich. 3 ~Ir. Hind says of it that it ,vas a 
great comet and that it " ,,"as accolnpanied by a train fully 100° long, 
agreeably to the Chinese description, ,,,hile European contemporaries 
tell us, \vhen the head ,vas just clear of the eastern horizvn, the 
tail stretched passed the tnid-heaven ,yeshyard, ,\~hich seenlS to. 
indicate an extent of more than 900.,,~ 
Further on, Mr. Hind speaks thus of this great comet.-" One of the 
grandest COll1ets mentioned in history is that ,vhich Blade its 
appearance in the tniddle of the year 1264. It is recorded 
in ternlS of \vonder and astonishlnent by nearly all the historians 
of the age: no one then living had seen any to be compared 
to it. It \,-as at the height of its splendour in the month -of 
August, and during the early part of September. When the 
head \vas just visible ,above the eastern horizon in the early 
tnorning sky, the tail stretched out past the tnid-heaven towards the 
'Vest, or \"as fully 100° in length. Both Chinese and European ,vriters. 
testify to its enornlOUS tnagnitude. In China, the tail \vas not only 
100° long, but appeared curved in the fOrIn of a sabre. Its tnOVenlent 
,,-as fronl Leo, through Cancer and Gemini into Orion. It continued 
visible until the beginning of October, historians generally agreeing 
in dating its last appearance on the 2nd of October, or on the night 
of the death of Pope Urban IV, of \vhich event it seems to have been 
considered the precursor. * * * * * * SOlne 
rough approximations to the elelnents have been attenlpted in the 
fir~t instance by l\fr. Dunthorne, in the Iniddle of the last century,. 
and subsequently by M. Pingre, the \vell-known French \vriter upon 
the history of comets."5 
~ 
According to Russet Hind, the 'con1et of 1556, which, according to 
Furguson's list, passed its perihelion on 21st April, was the same 
comet appeadng after a period of 292 years. Then, it was "not 
1 Ferguson's Astronomy, explained upon Sir Isaac Newton's principles. by David Brewster-
I8II, Vol. 11., pp. 360-&;. 
:l Ibid p. 360• 
3 The "Comets" by J. Russel Hind (1852), p. 127. Hind gives the hour as H~ 7-51'. _ 
4 Ibid, p. 12. 
r, Ibid, pp. Il'6-I 'j. 
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nearly so conspicuous as in 1264", but still \vas " a great and brilliant 
star."1 It .eems to have gradually lost its brilliancy. Hind"! 
predicted its return bet\veen 1856-1860. T\vo COlnets 3 have appeared 
,,-ithin the period, in 1859 and 1860, but none has been clearly identified 
\vith it. 
Abul Fazl also refers to the cOlnet's passing froln the sign of Leo 
and says that it \vas seen in Tibet, Turkestan, China, Kashgar, 
Fargana, l\,fa'\vara'u'n-nahr (Transoxania) and Khorasan, and that it 
continued to appear for 80 days. Frol11 this, \ve see that it \vas a 
great comet and \vas seen even in China in the further east. All 
these facts and the year identify AbuI Fazl's Comet of 662 Hijri as 
the great COlnet of 1264. 
(b) "Ve are not able to identify the second COlnet of Abul Fazl (Hijri 
803, A. D. 1400-1) with any of the conlets in the lists given in books of 
tnodern astronol11Y. According to \Vollastol1, -1- the Hijri year 803 lasted 
froln 2211d August 1400 to loth August 1401. A rel11arkable comet 
appears In Grant's list, as given by 1\1r. Chalnbers,5 as one 
seen In 1402. So, perhaps it l11ay be that COlnet. 
(c) C0I11ing to Abul Fazi's third COlnet (Hijri 837, A.D. 1433-34)' I 
think it is the SaI11e as that of 1433 referred to hy R ussel Hind 6 in his 
list of con1ets. It passed its perihelion on the 4th or 5th of November 
1433. It \vas also observed by the Chinese. -; 
(d) The fourth COl11et referred to by Abul Fazl (Hijri 985, A. 0.1576-
77) is the C0111et IX of Furguson's8 list \vhich passed its perihelion on 
26th October 1577. Russel Hind also giyes this C0111et in his list. 9 
It \\'as of this comet that Tvcho Brahe found "that it had no diurnal 
.. 
parallax, and that it \vas, therefore, situated at a tnuch greater dis-
tance than the lVloon." 1 0 This COl11et has been identified by Elliot. 11 
On the day of discovery it exhibited a cun-ed tail 22° in length. The 
Chinese described it as of a bluish colour ,,-ith a \\·hite vapour, and 
about 100 long. 12 
1 Ibid. p. 117. 
:! Ibid. p. 12~. 
a Newcomb's Astronomy for Eyerybody. I903. p. 274-. 
-1 \Vollaston's English-Persian Dictionary. p. q.&'i. 
c, The Story of the Comets by Chambers. p. 125. 
t; "The Comets" by Russel Hind. p. 1~7. 
7 Ibid. p. 141. 
8 Ferguson's Astronomy by Brewster. "p. 360. 
n "The Comets" by Russel Hind. p. 128. 
10 Fergllson's Astronomy by Brewster. '-1..,1. 11. p. 355. 
11 Elliot's History of India, Vol. V .• p. 407' 
1:: "The Comets" by Russel Hind. p. lex:>. 
6 
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"1"he elelnents of this COlllet \vere first calculated by HalIey. "1 As 
said above, Tycho Brahe's nal11e is greatly connected \vith this C0111et. 
l\Ir. E. V. He\vard, in his arlicle2 on COlnets, thus refers to Tycho 
Brahe's \vork in connection \\'ith this COInet \vhich alanned and sur-
prised King Akbar's court in India. 
" To Tycho Brahe belongs the credit of being the first in Europe to 
open the way lead~ng to the lTIOre accurate kno\vledge ,ye have to-day 
of the COlnets in relation to their position in space, and on the sure 
ground of actual 111easurel11ent \\'ith instrulnents he hinlself had I11aUc. 
This he \vas enabled to do through the l11unificience of Frederick 1 I 
of Dennlark, \vho, in order to secure for his country the services of so 
profound a reader of the stars, built for hinl a palatial hOll1C and 
observatory on the Island of Hl!en, at the entrance of the Baltic. Over-
joyed \vith the grandeur of the edifice, Tycho called it l~raniberg-city 
of the heavens. Here for a period of t\venty years he occupied hiIllseJf 
in 111easuring and Il1apping out the position of the stars and planets, 
and in poring over their significance in relation to Inundane affairs. 
While thus enlployed, on N ovelnber 13th, 1577, a COlnet canle into vie\\'. 
It \vas t\vilight, and the a fter-gl 0'" , seetned to tinge the visitor \vith a 
l·OSy hue; but as the shades of evening closed in, its colour Inerged in 
bluish \vhite. It ,vas a beautiful object, \\'ith a train of silvery lustre 
sweeping over the hea\'ens and dividing to\vards the end into t\VO 
gracefully curved steanls.":) 
AbuI Fazl sa\v this C0l11et in India on the day Arad, the 25th of the 
Ilahi month Aban. 'l"ycho Brahe sa,v it on 13th 1"o\,elnber 1577. The 
IIahi Calendar of Akbar \\'as, as ,ve kno,,', the Parsi Calendar. 1 g-ive 
belo\v a table of the Ilahi and Christian 1110nths to enab1e us to deter-
lnine the relation of the above days. 
The Ilahi or 
Parsee month. 
Fravardin (coll1111ences) 
Ardibehesht .•• . •• 
J{hordad ••• . .. 
Tir ; .. .. . ••• 
Alnardad ... ••• 
Sheherivar .... . .. 
~leher ... ••• . .. 
Aban • ... .. • •• 
••• 
... 
••• 
" . 
••• 
. .. 
••• 
The day Arad (Arshisang) i.e., 
day of the Aban l110nth fell on 
It:-; cl'rrespl")nding 
Christian Date, 
• •• 2 I st l\Iarch 
• •• 20th April 
• •• 20th l\Iav 
... 19th J LIne 
••• rqth July 
• •• 18th August 
. .. 17th Septen1 her 
... . .. 17th Octo her. 
the 25 th 
... loth !\ ovenl ber 
---- .. ------------------ -----7"- ---.------- --
1 .. The Comets" by Russel Hind, p. 149, 
2 .. \Vhat are Comets and Meteors" in the Fortnightly Re'l)ie,t' of l\"Ln-ember 1909. 
3 Ibid, pp. 916-17. 
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This table, then, sho\v5 that \vhile Abul Fazl sa\v the conlet in India 
on the loth of Novenlber 1577, Tycho Brahe sa\v it in the Baltic on 
the 13th of Novelnber 1577, about three days later. So the tinle is 
\velI nigh the sanle. Abul Fazl says that it had a " brilliant face." 
Tycho Brahe found it to be " a beautiful object." Both S~t\V it in the 
\vestern horizon. 
In lny paper on "'rhe Parsees at The Court of ~\kbar and Dastur 
l\leherji Rana," read before this Society on 19th Decelllber 1901,1 I 
had exanlined at SOIne length the question of the so-called Inirac1e 
at the Court of Akbar connected \vith the nallle of Dastur l\'leherji Rana, 
and had said: "As Dr. 'Vest said, there 111 ay be S0l11e 'probable 
fact,' at the bOttOl11, round \vhich the story is inter\voven. It 111ay 
be a conjurer's trick, or it l11ay be a 111eteorological phen0111enOn or 
it 111ay be the astrono111ical phenolnenon of a conlet, \vhich is actual-
ly noted by three historians of Akbar's tin1e, viz., Badaoni, Abul 
Fazl and Nizal11-ud-din, and the occurrence of which has been 
confinned by European astronOlners. I anl disposed to believe, 
that it \vas possibly the third t:'lct, viz., the phenolllenon of the cOI11et, 
that led to the tradition of the so-called l11iracle. It \\'as believed, 
as AbuI FazI says, that evils resulted ti·onl the appearance of the 
phenoll1enon. They further believed that the \vritings of the ancients 
(p£skinigan) had SOIne nirangs (prayers) \vhich averted these l,:vils. 
So they ll1ay have -turned to Dastur l'leherji Rana for S0111e of these 
nirangs. ,,~ 
l\ly present study of the subject of the C0111ets has led 111C to strength-
en tny above belief still further. It is no \vonder, if the great 
COlnet of 1577 surprised and alarnled the Court of Akbar and the 
country of India, \vhen one reads, that even in Europe, the appear-
ances of conlets frightened not only the ordinary public but learned 
divines and poets, kings and nobIes. \Ve kno\vof Pope Calixtus III 
that, at the tilHe of the COlllet of Lt-56, during the period of the last 
Crusade, \vhen Christendonl fought against l\Iahollled I I I, he \\'as so 
111uch frightened by the appearance of the cOIllet, that he issued a 
-Bull "exorcising the evil thing" and asked prayers to be said. The 
Inid-day bell kno\vn as Angelus de l\Iidi is connected by sonle \vith. this 
prayer and \vith this event. 
1\lr. He\vard says of this COlnet that "the eyes of Europe \vere 
fixed upon the apparition and Illany and crude \vere the conjectures 
hazarded to account for its presence."3 If that \vas the case In 
1 Journal ot the B. B. Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XXI. No. LVIII. 
'2 Vide my book on .. The Parsees at the Court of Akbar and Dastur Meherji Rana." p. 79. 
,j "\Vhat are Comets and :\Ieteors"-The Fortniglztly Re""ie'Zv of Noyember 1909, P.917. 
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learned Europe, no \\'onder that siIlli1ar should be the case in the 
cOl11paratively back\vard country of India. 
COIning back to Tycho Brahe's \vork in connection \vith this cOI11et, 
,ve further read that ""'i th honest pride he announced his discovery 1 
saying- that he had det110lished the artificial fabric of the ancients-
the solid crystal spheres. The ti-ee spaces of heaven he filled \\'ith 
air and gave countenance to the Pythagorean belief that the revolv-
ing \vorlds produced hanllonious tunes by their action on the sur-
rounding ether. "1 
The Comets referred to £11- the rfTakilU-i-JehanJrlrl and in the 
Ikbftl ~{aJllelz-i:lehangiri. 
The \V!kiat-i-J eh!ngiri and the Ikb!l Nal11eh-i-J eh!ngiri refer to 
t\VO COl11ets that appeared in J ehangir's reign. Both appeared in the 
sal11e year (Hijri 1027, A.D. 1617-18) \vith a short interval bet\\-een 
then1. \Ve also find both fr0111 Ferguson 2 and Russel Hind 3, that 
1\\'0 conlets had appeared in 1618. The first had passed its perihelion 
on 17th ~-\ugust 1618 and the second on 8th Nove111ber 1618. 
(a) Let us identify these COl11ets. According to the \Vaki!t-i-J ehin-
giri,4- the first of the 1\vo C0I11ets appeared on the 17th Zi-l Ka'da of the 
Hijri year 1027 (A. D. 1618). This l\laho111edan date, viz., 17th Zi-l 
Ka'da, i.e., the 17th of the 11th l110nth of the l\1ahol11edan year, corres-
ponds to some day in Kovernber 1618. This identit1cation of the l\Ia-
hOlnedan and Christian dates helps us in the 111atter of identifying this-
COInet \\?ith a C0n1et observed by European scientific \\-riters. Accord-
ing to the latter, one of the C0111ets of 1618 "passed through 
perihelion on 8th Novelnber 1618." j The l\lahomedan Historian 
says that the comet appeared several nights before the 17th of the 
11th 1110nth of 1027 Hijri (N o\'ember 1618). A slight difference 
in dates presents no difficulty in our \vork of identification. \\7' ollaston 
in his English-Persian Dictionary gives, at the end of his \vork, an 
excellent table of Mahollledan years, and their corresponding Christian 
years. \Ve find froIn that table that the l\lahomedan or Hijri year 1027 
c0111Inenced on 29th Decelnber 1617, i.e., only t\yO days before the 
COlnn1encelllent of the Christian year 1618. No\v the l\lahomedan 
1 Ibid. 
:.! Ferguson's Astronomy by Brewster. Vo1. If, p. 360. 
~ The Comets, by Russel Hind, p. la8 
4 Elliot's History of India, Vo1. VI, p. 356. 
:. E. V. Heward in the Fortnightly Rer;,,'ie'Z(1 of November 1909. Ft'rgllsou's Astron.)m\" by 
Brewster, (ISII), Vol. I1, p. 360. J.~Russel Hind's I' Comets ., (1852) p. la8. 
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Inonth Zi-l Ka'da, given by the author of the \V akiat-i-J ehlngiri, i~, as 
\ve k110\V, the 11th l110nth of the l\laholl1cdall year. So, calculating 
fro111 the 29th of Decelnber 1617, 011 \vhich day the l\lahoI11edan year 
1027 began, the 11th 1110nth does not correspond \,"ith l\Iarch 1618. 
It does correspond \vith Novel11ber 1618, the 1110nth given by European 
scientific \vriters as the 1110nth during \vhich the conlct of 1618 
appeared in its perihelion. 
Thus, we see that, the fir~t cOll1et, referred to by the \VA.kiat-i· 
Jehangiri as appearing on the 17th day of the eleventh nlonth of 
Hijri 1027, is the COlllet of Novelllber 1618. It \,"as believed to have 
brought on, the great" Thirty years' \Var." l\liIton \,"as of the age 
of 10 \\-"hen it appeared, and it is said 1 that, it \vas the il11pression l11ade 
upon his boyish 1nind of 10 by this COl11et that l11ade hinl sav at the 
age of 50 in his" Paradise Lost" the foIlo\ving lines :-
« On the other side, 
Incensed \vith indignation, Satan stood 
Unterrified, and like a COlnet burn'd, 
That fires the length of Ophiuchus huge, 
In the arctic sky, and fron1 his horrid hair, 
Shakes pestilence and \var" (Paradise Lost, B. 11,11. 708, et seq.). 
1\lr. He\vard thus speaks of it-
." It \vas first caught sight of in Novelnber of that year, and \\"as at-
tentively observed by Keplar at Lintz, Father Scheiner at Ing-olstadt, 
IVlarsilius in Bohel11ia, and also by the Jesuits at Goa. It passed 
through perihelion on N ovetnber 8, and \vhile thus saluting the sun it 
put forth a train \vhich extended far past the ll1id-hea\"ens to a distance 
of 104°. The lnagnificent appendage \,"as greatly adlnired, for it 
sparkled \vith silvery lustre through its entire strength. And the head 
or body of the con1et shone so brightly that l\larsilius sa\," it in full 
daylight, and, luore \vonderful still, he says, that it cast a distinct 
shadow, as the ~Ioon does. On the 25th, the tail crossed the Earth's 
path, and ,,~as estinlated to be fifty ll1illions of nliles long. Father 
Cysatus sa\v in the body of the COlnet a bright, round nucleus, shining 
Inost vividly, through an i111111ense shroud; at the salne titne the flicker-
ing tail seetned as if agitated by the \vind, and frol11 the head there 
shot forth lUlninous rays \vhich instantly returned CU11Z vibratione enorl1zi. 
Then, to the astonishlnent of all, there follo\ved a 111arvellous trans-
fornlation. Before the eyes of the \yondering spectators the C0111et 
.opened out and separated into several parts, each part shining \"ith 
a dianl0nd-like sparkle. By Decelllber 20th, the \vhole body of the 
~ 
The Story of the Comets by Chambers, p. 2II. 
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COlllet had resolved itself into a cluster ot s111all bright stars, each 
one putting forth a tail of its o\vn. Thus rapidly developed, and 
adorned \vith the attributes of beard and tail, they journeyed on 
together, a fine social group of COl11ets. Before taking t'inal lease 
of these parts they enacted a brilliant coup. l\1ingling their tails 
together, they sent forth an il11111ense train, bright and sparkling, 
\vhich 111easured about sixty l11i11ioI1S of miles. Then, as if satistied 
\"ith the perfornlance, the troop of celestial vagrants vanished frotn 
terrestdal gaze. 
Arago, cOll1Illenting upon the physical aspect of the spectacle, says: 
"The separation of the con1et of 1618 into several fragl11ents took place 
under the direct observation of Cysatus, vVendelin, and Scheiner."1 
Hind speaks of this COlnet as" a splendid C0111et" and as" one ot 
finest ever observed. "2 
Frotn the description of the comet as given bv the above two 
l\laholnedan authors, ,,"e find, that they refer to the sall1e COll1et. 
But the date 16th of De given by the lkbdl Nanzeh-z':Jehlingiri (17th 
Zi-l I~a'da) does not seeln to tally. I think that, perhaps the author of 
the Ikba1 Na111eh has Inistaken the lVlaholnedan 1110nth Zi-l I~a'da for 
Ilahi De. 
(b) Coming to the second comet of the Wakilt-i-Jehlngiri, \ve find 
that, it says that it appeared in the same year (Hijri 1027, A. D. 1618), 
six.teen days after the first comet. Both Hind and Ferguson speak, 
as said above, of a second COlnet in that year. But they say that it 
passed its perihelion on 17th August 1618, i.e., about 3 Inonths before 
the above-named cotnet of No\"ember 1618, \,"hile the l\1ahomedan 
author says that it follo,,"ed sixteen days after. 
In connection ,,,ith this matter of difference behveen the l\lahomedan 
writer and the later Christian ,,-riter, it is \vorth noting that, accord-
ing to Hind, the observations of Kepler on the first of the t\VO COlnets 
,\"ere "some\vhat ilnperfect. " 3 
Froln the description of the \Vakiat-i-Jehangiri, one may be led to 
think, that the comet continued to appear for eight years. But as the 
Ikbll Nlmeh's description of the salne comet, which, to a ~ertain 
extent, follo\vs that of the vVakilt-i-Jehlngiri, points out, the reference 
is to the supposed disastrous and unlucky influences of the COlnet. 
These \vere believed to have lasted for a long period of nearly eight 
years. 
1 "\Vhat are Comets and Meteors ?"-Fortnightly Rer;!ie'ltJ of November 1909. pp. 9t9-20. 
2 "The Comets" by Russel Hind. p. 144. 
3 Ibid. p • 144. 
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G-"ollzets of 1,05, 1003 and Io06. 
I \\'ill suppleInent this account of the COlnets observed in India by 
IVlahornedan historians \vith the follo\\'ing further account :-
(I) An accouot of the conlet observed in I ndia in 17°5 A. O. as 
given by an European \\·riter. 
(2) An account of t\VO COlnets obser\'ed bet\veen Hijri 1003 and 
1006. 
\Ye find the fol1o\ving account of a comet ohserved in India in 1705. 
I t is not froln the pen of an I ndian historian but fro!TI that of an 
European \vriter in the tit11e of the later lYloga] Enlperors. The author 
is l\lannuci. The account is taken fro 111 his "Storia do Mogor," 
\iol. 1\7, p. 247. The \vriter says :-
" At the sanle ti111e (in 1705-6) there appeared a COInet \vhich \vas 
visible for fifteen days. The Brahtnans and astrologers found herein 
an occasion for talk, and they declared that these signs \vere demon-
strations of Aurangzeh's (approaching) death and of devastation in 
Inany places in the E111pire together "'ith the loss of the post of 
S\vat. " 
l\Iannuci does not give the exact date of the appearance of the 
conlct in India. But, after describing S0I11e events of the year 17°5, 
he speaks of this e\'ent as happening' 'at the saIlle tiI11e. " So, I think, 
it is the cOInet, \vhich, according to Hind 1 and Ferguson, passed its 
perihdion on 30th January 1706. "It \vas observed at Paris by Cas-
sini and lYlaraldi."2 As the 30th of January 17°6 is the day of its 
perihelion or the nearest point to the sun, it is possible that it \vas 
seen in India S0111e tiIne before that day, probably at the end of 1705. 
\Ve find an account of two comets observed in Hijri 394 (A.D. 1003-4) 
and Hijri 396 (A. D. 1005-6) by lYlaho1l1edan \vriters. \Ve have not 
the original l\fahollledan writing before us, but \ve are indebted for 
this account to Dr. J. A. Conde, \vho has referred to theln in his 
History of the Dotninions of the Arabs in Spain. He thus speaks 
of the Comets-
" In this year of 3943 (Hijri) there appeared in the heavens a comet, 
or blazing star, of great tnagnitude and astonishing splendour. 
" In the year 3964 there was \vitnessed a second phenomenon of 
similar kind ; a bright star, namely, \vhich \\·as seen in the heavens 
and \\·as one of those \vhich are accolnpanied by great thunders \"hile 
1 Russet Hind's Comets, p. 127 : Ferguson's Astronomy by Brewster. p. 361, 
\! Hind's Comets, p. 146. 
3 A.D. October 100:;-24. 
4 1005-6. 
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they fun their course : this being one of the hvelve notable one~ 
Inentioned by the Inost ancient ohservers. The learned \vatched the 
course of that star \vith l11uch attention, and tnany \vere of opinion 
that none of this species eyer appears unless \vhen God the I-lighest, 
in His special providence, hath detennined to bring about great 
changes in the \vorld." 1 • 
These t\VO comets are not referred to in the lists of Ferguson 
and Hind. 1\lr. Chalubers 2 refers to a cOll1et, of 1005, as one falsely 
identified by a \vriter in the Edinburgh Review of April 1835 as 
Halley's. I think, the second of the t\VO COlnets referred to above, 
by Dr. Conde, on the authority of Arab \vriters, as appearing in 396 
Hijri, is this C0111et of 1005 A. D. 
List of the Co l1zetS. 
\Ve \vill here give a list of the cOlnets, referred to in this paper, 
\vhich \vill present to the reader, at one sight, the dates of their 
appearances and an idea of their identification. In giving the 
Christian dates of the Hijri years of the l\laho111edan authors, I have 
follo\ved the follo\\"ing rule .:-
"From the given nun1ber of l\laholnedan years, deduct 3 per cent. 
and to the retnainder add 62 I' 5+ " 1"'he corresponding rule for vice 
versa is-" Fron1 the given number of Christian years, deduct 621 '54 
and to the retnainder add 3 per cent. of the same." vVollaston 
gives, at the end of his English-Persian Dictionary, a list of the 
l\faholnedan years and their corresponding Christian years . 
. ..4 List of the C0111ets referred to by the Mahomedan Authors 
1la111ed to in this paper. 
The Book referring to the 
comet. 
Hij ri Christian 
year. year. 
My identification of the 
comet. 
-------------:-------~----------- -.---
I • 
2. 
~Ia<;oudi's ~Iaruj-ul-Zahb 299 
Ahmad bin Mahmad's 330 
~:~:ar:::;:·rs according {3941 
to Dr. Conde. 396 f 
Abul Fazl's Akbar Na- 662 
meh. 
911- 12 941-42 
1005-06 
Halley's Comet in 912 A. D. 
Unidentified. 
Do. 
It may be the comet referred 
to by Chambers as appear-
ing in 1005. 
The comet which passed 
its perihelion on 6th July 
1264. 
1 History of the Dominion of the Arabs is Spain. Translated from the Spanish of 
Dr. J. A. Conde by l\Irs. Jonathan Foster (1854), Vol. 1I, p. 49' 
2 The Story of the Comets, p. 124. 
4· 
5· 
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A List of the C01l1ets-continued. 
The Book referring to the 
comet. Hijri year. Christian I year. 
Abul Fazl's Akbar Na-l 803 
! 
meh. 
Ditto ... 837 I 1433-34 
I 
I , 
My identification of the 
comet. 
Unidentified. Perhaps it 
may be the remarkable 
comet of 140Z. 
6. (a) Abul Fazl's Akbarl 985 
Nameh. I 1577-78 
The comet, which, according 
to Russel Hind, passed its 
perihelion on 4th or 5th 
November 1433. 
The comet that passed its 
perihelion on 26th October ( b) Nizam-ud-din's Tab-! 
akat-i-Akbari. I 
(c) Badaoni's Munta-! ••• 
khab-ul-Tawarikh. I 
7. (a) The Wakiit-i-Jehingiri: 1027 
and (b) Ikbil Nimeh. I 
, ..... 
• ••••• 
8. The Wakiit-i-Jehingiri. 1027 1618 
Storia do NIogor ... 
Ill. 
1577· 
The comet that passed its 
perihelion on 17th August 
1618. 
The comet that passed its 
perihelion on 8th N ovem-
ber 1618. 
The comet that passed its 
perihelion on 20th January 
1706• 
AN INQUIRY INTO THE VIEWS OF THE MAHOMEDAN 
WRITERS ON COMETS. 
\Ve will now exallline the statenlents of these l\lahol11edan authors 
at S0I11e length. All of thenl, \yith the exception of Abul Fazl, have 
lnostly described the appearances of the COlnets, \yhich fell under their 
o\vn observations or \vhose observations ",'ere noticed by SOlne previ-
ous writers \vhose descriptions they follo\ved. It is Abul Fazl alone, 
\vho, not only describes the appearances of the con1ets, but enters into 
a kind of dissertation about the theory of their fonnation, &c. So, 
\ve will exalnine his staten1ent, and, \vhere necessary, ~see, ho\v far he 
is supported by other l\lahollledan authors, by other ancient writers 
and by lTIodern scientific \vriters. 
ABUL F AZL'S THEORY EXPLAINING THE PHENOMENON OF THE 
APPEARANCE OF A COMET. 
A bul Fazl connects the phenomenon of the appearance of a comet 
with the fonnation of what he calls bokhar, i.e., vapour and dakhan, 
i.e., steam. To speak of it in the modern scientific phraseology, he 
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connects it \vith the phenolnenon of evaporation. He says, that its 
appearance is due to the vapour floating in the air, as the result of 
the process of evaporation. But, though the vapour is thus alw"ays 
in the air, the appearance of the comet is rare. So, to explain that, 
he says that its appearance in the hecl\"ens is due to a particular 
position of the planets, l\lars and l\lercury in the heavens. 
A comparison 'Zvitlz the modern view. 
As to the theory about the presence of vapours in the cOlnet, \"e 
find that modern scientists also refer to theln, and say that the 
IUlTIinosity is due to them. Sir George Gabriel Stokes1 says on this 
point :-
" There can no longer be any doubt that the nucleus consists, in 
its inner portions at least, of vapour of some kind, and \ve Inust 
no\\- add ir1candescent vapour; nor does there appear to be any 
reasonable doubt that in most COlnets this vapour consists of or 
contains some volatile conlpound of carbon, unless it be carbon itself 
vaporized by the heat of the sun. No\v it is 
conceivable, that if the nucleus of a comet be endowed with an 
atmosphere, or perhaps even coated \vith a liquid, having in a high 
degree the combination of the transparent and athermanous 
characters of glass, its telnperature \vhen exposed to radiation frotn 
the sun might rise ITIuch above \\?hat \ve might have expected a priori. H 
Though Abul Fazl's reference to vapours in the comet is correct, 
even from the modern scientific point of vie\v, his inference that the 
vapour is the vapour rising from our earth is \vrong. He takes it 
to he an ordinary lneteorological phenomenon \vhich is not correct, as 
the comet appears in the ultra-terrestrial regions. Abul Fazl refers 
to terrestrial evaporation, \vhile according to the 1110dern vie\v, it is 
the evaporation of a volatile liquid in the ultra-terrestrial region. 
The Ikbal-nanleh-i-Jehangiriz also connects the phenonlenon \vith a 
vapourous nlatter in the atmosphere. The \Vakilt-i-Jehangiri also 
speaks of (( a IUIninous vapour. "3 
It is one of the features \\'hich a comet generally assumes, that 
seems to have led Abul Fazl and others to understand that it is a terres-
trial meteorological phenomenon. As pointed out by Prof. Newcomb,4 
one of the three features \vhich a comet em bodies is that of the 
1 Nature Series. H Burnett Lectures on Light," by Sir George Gabriel Stokes (J~z). 
pp. 210 -213. 
f4 Elliot's History of India, Vol. VI.. p. 406. 
3 Elliot's History of India, Vol. VI., p. 363. 
<\ "Astronomy for Eyerybody. A Popular Exposition of the \Vonders of the Heavens U 
by Prof. Slmon Newcomb. with an introduction by Sir Robert S. Ball (1903). p. 255· 
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nucleus, \vhich is surrounded by "a cloudy nebulous mass like a 
little bunch of fog, shading off very gradually to\vards the edge." 
TIle cOlnet " looks like a star shining through a patch of luist or fog." 
So, it is this Inisty or foggy appearance that seenlS to have led Abul 
Fazl and others to conceive the appearance of a coolet to be a 
terrestrial phenolllenon occurring \vithin the lill1its of the strata of the 
earth'~ atnl0sphere. 
l'hus Abul Fazl and sonle other l\Iaholuedan authors partially reflect 
the vie\vs of the early ages of science referred to by Ferguson. He 
says :-" In the early ages of science, the COlnets \vere regarded as an 
assenlblage of slua11 stars that had accidently coalesced into one body, 
and after\vards they \vere believed to be simple meteors or exhala-
tions generated by inflanlmable vapours in the earth's attnosphere. "I 
The \'ie\v that the C0111ets are attnospheric phen0I11ena \\'as held 
upto as late as Tycho Brahe's tillle. Astronolner Heath thus speaks 
on this point: l' The ancient philosophers belie\'ed that COlnet~ 
existed in the earth's atmosphere. This idea \vas first exploded by 
1\cho Brahe, \vho showed by actual l11easureInents that the COlnet 
of 1577 Illoved in space at a distance froln the Earth farther a\vay 
than the 1\loon, and therefore far beyond the confines of the earth':-; 
atnlosphere. 2 
Abul Fazl's 'Vze'zu about the fornls assltl1zed by the c011teis. 
\Vhile explaining the origin of the appearance of the C01l1et, Abul 
Fazl speaks of the various tonus \vhich the COlnets aSSUlne. He 
says that the COlllets aSSUlne the follo"'ing- forms :-
(a) A ll1an \vith locks of hair. 
(b) A person having a tail. 
(c) A person holding a lance in his hand. 
(d) An anilnal. 
(a) The first fonn 111entioned by Abul Fazl, viz., that of a person 
\vith locks, is that \vhich is also referred to by tnodern scientific 
\vriters on COlllets. They say that the nucleus or the central nebulous 
tnass is surrounded by a hairy 111ass. The very \vord "comet" is 
derived frol11 " c0111a," the Latin \voro for hair, because it looks hairy. 
This hairy portion is called "colna." The nucleus and the COlna 
together form \vhat is called "head." \\,. e tlnd that the use of the 
\vord (' head " for Lt part of the body of the comet \vhich is hairy IS 
1 Ferguson's Astronomy by Dr. Brewster (ISIl), Vor. Il, pp. 354-55. 
~ The Twentieth Century Atlas of Popular Astronomy, by Thomas Heath \1(03), p. 93. 
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ancient. The Bundehesh, a Pahlavi book of the Parsees speaks of 
the head and tail (royashnta11, 'va dUl1zb) of a C0I11et. 
One of the several Persian \vards for a COlnet is zltzu'6oe, -i.e., the 
possessor of locks of hair. A story is told of Professor Barnard sho\v· 
ing a photograph of a COl11et to a lady. On looking to it, she is re-
ported to have said: " \Vhy ! that conlet looks as:if it had been out 
all night" 2! The relllark can be I110re true froln the point of vie\v 
.of the hairy portion of its head than from that of its tail. 
(b) 1'he second form of the COl11et referred to by Abul Fazl is that 
.01 a person \vith a tail. One of the several Persian \vords for a COll1et is 
"zuzanab," i.e., the possessor of a tail. Our general notion of a 
,(,Olnet is that it is a tailed star, and that, as such, it ah,~ays carries 
a tail. So Abul Fazl's distinction between the C0I11ets, as those \vith 
locks of hair or hairy COlnets, and tailed COl11ets, appears strange at 
first thought. But \ve I11ust relllelnber that, at tilnes, the conlet is not 
seen in all its perfection. ~\t tilnes, the nucleus or the part \vhich 
fornlS the hairy portion is not seen at all, and at other times, it is 
the tail that is not seen at all. Prof. Ne\vcombe says on this point: 
"C0I11ets differ enornl0usly in brightness SOInetinles 
a telescopic COlnet has no visible tail ; this ho\vever is the case only 
\vhen the object is extrelnely faint. SOlnetitnes, also, the nucleus 
is almost \vholly \vanting." 3 Again, \ve 111ust remelnber that the 
observations in India in the tilne of ~-\bul Fazl (1551-1602 A.D.) \vere 
Jnade \\~ith naked eye and not with telescopes. The \Vakiat-i-J ehan-
giri \vhile speaking of a C0111et in the tinle of J ehangir, the successor 
of . Akbar, in 1618, also says that in its tail" there \\'as no light or 
splendour." 4 
According to Badaoni i the author of the ~Iuntakhab-ul-l'a\v!rikh, 
the tail of a comet, \vhich had appeared in 985 Hijri (1577-78 A. D.) 
in the reign of King Akhar (1542-16°5 A. D.), had suggested a joke 
in the case of a courtier. Shah ftlan<;ur, \vho occupied the post of 
DivAn, used to keep the end of his turban hanging behind hi111 over 
his head. The recent appearance of the comet at that time suggested 
the idea that the end of the turban hung over the back of his head like 
the tail of the C0111et. So, in joke, he \vas called Sit!rah-i-dunbaleh 
. If· ,~ ) \ " ~~ j g) u..w 5 i.e., a tailed star or COll1et. 
1 Chap. XXVIII, 44. S. B. E., Vol. V. (1880), p. 113. 
2 .. ::\Iodern Astronomy," by Turner (lgol), p. 226. 
3 Newcombe's Astronomy for everybody, P.256. 
-J. Ellioes History of India, VoI. VI., p. 364 . 
. ::; The Muntakhab-al-tawarikh edited by Dr. Lees and Munshi Ahmed Ali (1865), Vol. 11., 
p. 240 ,1. 18. Lowe's Translation (1884), Vol. 11, p. 248. Elliot's History of India. Vol. V, p. 
407, n. 1-
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(c) The third fonn attributed by Abul Fazl to a comet, viz., that ot 
a person with a lance (nizeh) in his hand, is one which is not referred 
to by modern scientific ,,,riters on cOlnets, but is referred to by 
Pliny.1 Other Mahotuedan authors, besides Abul Fazl, haye attributed 
to comets for01s of instruments. The \Vakiat-i-J ehangiri, \\'hiie 
speaking of a coolet that appeared in the 13th year of the reign of 
] ehangir (Hijri 1027, A. D. 1618) say~, that it .appeared "like a spear 
"'ith the two ends thin but thick about the middle."2 The Ikbal-
natneh ... i-J ehangir also speaks of the fonn as that of a javelin. 3 
Sotne European \vriters also .refer to the comet as assulning the 
fonns of instruI11ents. For exalnple, Sigebert says of the comet that 
appeared in 1066, the year of the Norman conquest, that to its train 
"hung a fiery s\vord not unlike a dragon's taiL"· In another place 
\ve read of a COlnet appearing like a Turkish scilnitar." .5 
(d) 'The fourth fonn supposed to be assumed by the comets, accord-
ing to Abul Fazl, is that of an anilnal. The Pahlavi Bundehesh also 
seems to refer to this fonn. 
PlinyG refers to the follo,,-ing forn1s assutned by the COlnets :-" 
S\yord, dart, horn, deity In a hUlnan forll1, spear, spire, knot of fire, 
and flute. 
IV'. 
THE INFLUENCE ATTRIBUTED BY THE PEOPLE TO A 
COMET'S APPEARANCE. 
1\1r. Vincent He,,'ard, in his "Story of Halley's Comet," -; says of 
Halley's COlnet that "it is closely associated \\"ith events \vhich have 
contributed largely to\vards tnoulding the destiny of Europe." One 
can say that that staten1ent is true, to a greater or less extent, of n1any 
great COlnets. Abul Fazl's staten1ent about the beliefs in a comet's in-
fluence is a reflection of the general beliefs on this subject. 
Abul Fazl's version oftk~ influence of the C01nets. 
Abul Fazl, on the authority of ancient \\Titers, \VhOll1 he calls 
"\\Titers of wisdom," says that as a result of the evil influences 
of a COlnet " a famine is in sight, sickness is prevalent and calatnities 
gain strength." Further on, he refers to the dethronelnent of kings, 
&c. If by the" writers of \\'isdo111 " he Ineans the pishin~gan or " the 
------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Pliny's Natural History, Book lIt Chapter XXII. Bostock and Riley's translation (1855), 
Vol. I. p. 56. 
Z EIliot's History of India, Vol. VI., p. 363. 
~\ Ibid, p. 406. 
4, The Story of Halley's Comet. The Nineteenth Century "f September 1909, p. 519. 
;. Ibid. p. 520. 
(; Pliny's Natural History. Book 11, Chapters XXII and XXIII. Bostock and Riley's 
translation. Vol. I, pp. 55-53. 
7 The Nineteenth Century ot September 1909, No. 391 , p. 509. 
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ancients" referred to by hinl in another passage, ,ye \vill see, later 
on, that the Pahlavi Bundehesh refers to all these calanlities Inen-
tioned by Abut Fazl. \Ve find frOl11 other l\laholnedan authors also 
that the fear about the evil influences of the C0111ets \vas \vell nigh 
general. 
Its cOlllfiarison with other si711ilar "Z'ie'Zos. 
The follo\ving statelnent of Ferguson is a reflection of "That, accord-
ing to Abul Fazl, \vas the general belief of those and earlier tillles. 
Ferguson says :-" During the ages of barbarisll1 and superstition, 
they 'were regarded as the harbingers of a,vful convulsions, both in 
the political, and in the physical \vorld. \Vars, pestilence and fal11ine, 
the dethronelnent of kings, the fall of nations, and the Inore alarnling 
convulsions of the globe, where the dreadful evils which they presented 
to the diseased and terrified in1aginations of 111en Even 
at the beginning of the 18th century, the friend and cOlllpanion of 
Ne\vton, l\lr. Whiston, regarded thenl as the abode of the danlJ1ed."1 
There are a nU111ber of theories about the origin and cause of the 
Deluge. One of these is, that it nlust be due to a COlllet \\"hich 11lay 
have COlne into collision \vith the earth. Ferguson and also I)r. 
\Vhiston, an astronOIller and a contelnporary and friend of ~e\\·ton, 
held this vie,,·. Ferguson says as follo\vs on this point :-"\Ve 111ust 
confess that if a natural cause is to be sought for that great events, 
\ve can explain it only by the shock of SOOle celestial body. The 
transient effect of a conlet passing near the earth, could scarcely 
alnount to any great convulsions; but if the earth \\Tere actualIv to 
receive a shock frOIll one of these bodies, the consequences \vould he 
awful. A new direction ,,'ould be given to its rotatory 1110tion, and 
the globe would revolve round a ne\v axis. The seas, forsaking their 
ancient beds, would be hurried by their centrifugal force to the nev; 
equatorial regions ; islands and continents, the abodes of t11en and 
animals, \vould be covered by the universal rush ~f \vaters to the ne\v 
equator, and every prestige of hUlnan industry and genius at once 
destroyed. The chances against such an event, ho\vever, are so 
very numerous, that there is no dread of its occurrence. H:! 
Halley is reported to have said of the COIllet that bears his naJne 
that" if so large a body with so rapid a 1110tion \"ere to strike the 
earth -a thing by no Ineans ilnpossible-the shock Inight reduce this 
beautiful \vorld to its original chaos.,,3 
1 Ferguson's Astronomy by Dr. Brewster (IBII), Vol. H,p. 35Z • 
2 Ibid, p. 353. 
:; The ~ineteenth Century of September 1909, p. SI). 
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It seems, that the very nlention, by those, whom Abul Fazl calls 
"\vriters of wisdoln," of the chances, however remote, of a catas· 
trophe has led many Inen, even of the intelligent class, to be afraid 
of the phenomenon. I t has led thenl to pra yers and ceremonies to 
avert such 111isfortulles. They attributed their escape to their devout 
prayers. Though they believed that the general disaster was 
averted, they attributed partial disasters, like that of an invasion 
or of a dethronelnent, a famine or a pestilence, to that phenomenon. 
It \vas not only in India and Persia that such a fear \vas genera1. 
\Ve find that it was comlnon in 111any nations, both ancient anq 
1110dern. Abul Fazl in his account of the COlnets refers to ancient 
Greece, Egypt and ROlne. All these countries had superstitious 
fears of these COlnets. Anl0ng the Greeks, Artistotle, alnong tIre 
ROInans, AInInianus lVlarcellinus and Pliny, and alnong the Egyptians, 
Ptolelny refer to this. 
Anlmianus ~Iarcellinus is reported to have said that" C0111ets 
foretold the ruin of great conditions,"1 Pliny devotes two chapters 
(Bk. II, chaps. 22 and 23) to cOlnets. 2 He divides theln into several 
classes according to their fonn and appearance. In his long des-
cription of their fornl and appearance \ve find the follo\ving traits re-
f~rred to by Abul Fazl:-
(I) "Shaggy \vith bloody locks and surrounded \vith bristles like 
hair." Sonle" have a Inane hanging do\vn fronl their lo\ver 
parts like a long beard." 
(2) "They shine like a s\vord." "One had the appearance of a 
spear. " 
(3) "It portends sOIllething unfavourable". 3 These unfavourable 
prognostications depend upon the different fonns and 
appearances that it aSSUlnes. 
According to PtolelllY, referred to by Abul Fazl, "COlnets presented 
an on1en especially unfavourable to kings."~ l\lilton is believed 
to refer to this opinion \vhen he says of a COIl1et in his Paradise 
Lust, "And \vith fear of change perplexes l11onarchs." l\lilton also 
refers to the belief referred to by .Abul Fazl that pestilence and 
\vars result froln the appearance of a COlllet. 5 
Pliny refers to a COlnet that appeared in the tinle of Ccesar (++ A. D.). 
HaIley has identified this COlnet \vith that of 1680 A. D. \vhose 
1 Encyclopredia of Antiquities by Re\'. Fosbroke (1825), \10 1. lI. p. 675. 
:.! ., .The Natural History of Pliny, Of translated by Bostock and Riley (1855). Y l11. I, pp. 5S-S8. 
I Ibid, p. 57. 
-1 Ibid. p. 57. n. 4. 
:, V£de above p. 85. Paradise Lo~t, Bk. 11. 11, 708 et srq. 
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appearance is said to have led both Newton and Halley to believe 
that "the COlnets \\~ere perhaps controlled in their movements by the 
same influence as that \vhich * * * * held the moon in 
its orbit." 1 It was the study of the observations of this COlnet in 1680 
that led Halley to observe and study more carefully the con1et \vhich 
appeared in 1882, \vhose next appearance is foretold and ,vhich is 
kno\vn by his nan1e. 
Gibbon"2, on the authority of Halley and others, gives an account of 
the different appearances of the COlnet of 44 A. C. referred to by 
PIiny. It has the period of 575 years. \Vhile speaking of its appear-
ance in the thne of Justinian, Gibbon says that "the nations, \vho 
gazed \vith astonishtnent, expected ,vars and calamities from the 
banefuI influence, and these expectations \vere abundantly fulfilled." ;; 
Gibbon enUlnerates its follo\ving appearances :-
1. Its appearance in 1767 B.C. is connected \vith the tradition 
\vhich Varro has preserved that under the reign of Oxyges, 
the father of Grecian Antiquity "the planet Venus changed 
her colour, size, figure and course." 4 
2. Its second appearance in 1193 B. c. "is darkly implied in 
the fable of Electra, the seventh of the Pleiades, who have 
been reduced to six, since the time of the Trojan \var 
That nymph, the \vife of Dardanus, \\'as unable to sup. 
port the ruin of her country; she abandoned the dances of 
her sister orbs, fled frolu the Zodiac to the North Pole, and 
obtained frolu her dishevelled locks the nalne of the 
co 111ei. ".5 Frolu this description, \ve find that the comet is 
classed as a nyn1ph, just as it is styled as a pari (fairy) in 
the Avesta and Pahlavi \vritings, as ,viII be seen later on. 
3. The third appearance \\"as in 618 B. C., "a date that exactly 
agrees \vith the trelnendous COlnet of the Sybill, and per-
haps of Pliny." (j 
4. The fourth appearance \vas in 44 B. C. ,,"hen it appeared 
as a long-haired star in R0111e. It ,,'as believed to ha,'e 
"conveyed to heaven the divine soul of the dictator 
(Cresar)." -; 
1 "The Story of Halley's Comet" by E. V. Reward in the Nineteenth Century, 1'\0. 391, 
September 1909. p. 509· 
<> The Decline and Fall of Roman Empire (1844), Vol. Ill, p. 160. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
!"> [hld, pp. 160-161. 
C Ibid, p. 161. 
7 Ibid. 
6. 
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The fifth appearance 'vas, as said above, in 53 I A. D., in the 
reign of Justinian. 
The sixth appearance \vas in I 106 A. D. Even the Chinese 
have a record of this appearance. This \vas the ti111e of 
the Crusades, and both the Crusaders and the Saracens 
took onlens fro111 its appearance. 
The last appearance \\'as in 1680 A. D. 
V. 
THE VIEWS OF THE PISHINIGAN, I.E., THE ANCIENT 
PERSIANS, AND THEIR NIRANGS REFERRED 
TO BY ABUL FAZL. 
Abul Fazl, in his long account of the cOlnets, refers to the Pishi1l1-
if/in or the ancients and says that they had nlany nirangs to counter-
act evil influences like those resulting fro III the appearances of 
COlnets. Let us exan1ine here, in a separate section, the follo\\'ing 
points on this subject :-
. ..4 . --\Vho \vere the pisllin igtln ? 
B.-\Vhat \vere their lliran .. f{s ? 
C.-\Vhat had the pishi1ligan to say about the C0111ets ? 
.--1.- vVho 'Zoere tile pishinigan ? 
The pishinigdn or the ancients, referred to by Abul FazI, \\'ere the 
ancient Persians \vho professed the l\lazdayac;nftn faith. In the Pahlavi 
IJinkard 1, the pishinigiin are identified \vith the poriyo-tkaeslzan. 
This \vord is used in the Persian translation frOtH the Pahlayi of the 
letter of Tosar or 'fansar, the Chief Priest and Prilne l\linister of the 
Court of Ardeshir Babagan, the founder of the Sassanian dynasty, to 
Jasnasfshah, the king of Tabaristan. 
Tansar has used this \\?ord, 2 as \veIJ as the \vord ava!ya1t 3 &.:J t~ J t 
in the sense, as Dannesteter + has said, of po r/o-tkaeshllll , \\'ho ,,'ere 
the ancient l\lazdavacnftns of Persia of the tinle of Zoroaster. 
'" ~ 
B.-\Vhat ,,"ere the nirangs of the pishi1liglln ? 
The \vord nirang used by .-\bul Fazl is originally a PahJavi \vord. 
Darn1esteter says that " Nirang est le tern1e pehlvi pour les actes 
1 The Dinkard by Dastur Dr. Peshotan Behramji Sanjana, VoI. IX, Pahlavi text, p. 45I~ 
I. 20. Vide the Zand PahIavi Glllssary by Dastur Hoshang and Dr. Haug, Introduction, 
p. xxxv, 1. 2. 
~..iI ~ "tr 'tI ~ v .9~ " ~JeJ Poriyo.tkeshan.i.pishinigan. Vide also the 
text of the Sad-dar·i Behere-i·tavil, Chapter XIII, whf>rein King Jamshed is spoken of a,> 
-()ne of the pz·shinig{'t1I. 
2 Journal AsiatiQue. Nem-jeme Serie. Tome· Ill, l\Iars-Avril, I~4, p. 212, 1- 3. 
:3 lln'd, p. 21 I, 1. 12. 
4 Ibid. Mai-Juin 1&]4. pp. 511-15-
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liturgiques et par suite pour 
\\?ord signifies 1110re than this. 
fications-
(I) Ritual. 
les indications liturgiques. 1 " The 
I t has the follo\ving different signi-
(2) A prayer fonnula used on pa!·ticular occasions and in parti. 
cular cerelnonies. 
(3) .A prayer fonnula used as a chann or a111ulet for averting 
an evil. 
As an eX<1111ple of the use of the ,,-ord in the first sense, the 
Parsees ha\-e a ritual or cerenlony called Nirangdin or nirang-i-din 
(lit. the ritual of religion). It is a long cerenlony for the consecra-
tion of the GaO-J1zez or the urine of a sacred bull. Fro111 the 11alne of 
the cerelnony, urine itself is at tilnes called nirang. Again, there is a 
Pahlavi book \vhich is called NirangistA.n,. because it refers to 
rituals. 
OrigIn and l1zeanin![ of the word ' nirtlllg.' 
I think that the Pahlavi \\'ord nirang is another reading of the 
Pahla\'i \\"ord llirui J';J~J or niru ~." \\"hich is Persian lliru ( ,.ft ), 
111eaning strength or pO\\Ter. The salne Pahlavi \vord that can be read 
nirui i5 read nirang. A nirang, ,,"hether it is a ritual, a prayer 
fornlula, a chann or anlulet, or an incantation, gi\"es to its perfonner, ' 
possessor, or reciter, po\ver or strength, especially Inentai po\ver or 
strength, as the result of faith. 
In the Pazend A.frin-i GA.hanlb!r 2 and in the Afrin-i-Ardafarvash, 
\ve find the \\'ord niru in the sense of strength used -with cognate 
\vords. \Ve read there "Aoj, zur, niru, ta![i, al1za'vandi, pirozgari, 
hanza fravash-i ashoiin be-rasad" i.e., "l\lay the strength, vigour, po\ver, 
force, success, yictory all reach the holy spirits of the pious 3 ." This 
\yord niru \\"hen it occurs sinlilarly in the Atrin-i Rapithavin occurs 
as nll'u-i. The sentence runs thus :--" Pa aoj, va zor 'vu niru-i varz 
pirozgar-i Dadar A hura Mazda," 4 £.e., "vVith the strength and vigour 
and po\ver of the triulnphant splendour of Dadar Ahuratnazd." 
This \vord nir i w .J-'J as \\'ritten here, 111ay be clearly read niran![. 
I Le Zend ..-\Yesta. I Introduction, p. Sg. 
2 The Text of the Fravashi. Afringans and Afrin<;; published by Ervad Tehmuras Dinshaw 
Anklesaria (1883). p. Ig6. Afrin·l Gahambar 4. 
3 lhid p. 178. Darmesteter translates this sentence thus :-" Que la vigueur. la force. la 
puissance. la fermete, l'ascendant victorieux viennent aux Fra,'ashis des saints"! (Le Zend 
Avesta Ill, p. 18t). 
4 Mr. Tehmuras's Text, p. 223 Afrine Raphithh,'an 2[, 
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Dr. SteingassH gives a Persian \\'ord ( niruyish 'J#.~.J ft as nleaning 
" Divine decree, fate," and by putting a mark of interrogation before 
it, seelns to have SOlne doubt about the \vord. I think this word is the 
salne as (( n£rui" \\'hich, in the above passage, is associated \vith 
Divine splendour. The final i ( ye ) \vhich forn1s abstract nouns in 
Persian is \vritten in Pahlavi and Pazend \vith a letter -"4J \\rhich can 
be read both " sh" and "ya or ih." For exan1ple, the Persian 
" sh!di " for joy, \vhich is Avesta "shaiti," is \\!ritten in Pahlavi 
" shadih "~tp...J\..)1j But, in the Pazend, the \vord is \vritten and read 
"shadish." vVe have a nUlnber of such readings of abstract nouns 
in the Pazend Afrin-i Haft Alneshashpandan. 2 So, Dr. Steingass's 
Persian 'Nord "niruyish" is nothing but nirtii, \vhich has originated 
the \vord ,. nirang-." 
Fron1 this short exanlination of the etymology and 111eaning of the 
\\'ord, \ve see that the \'lord "nirang" has acquired the sense of 
incantation, charnl, &c., because it gives po\ver or strength to those 
,,'ho have t~lith in its recital. 
A few Parsee iV'irangs. 
\Ve have Cl nUlllber of niTangs still existing alnong SOlne of the 
Pazend and Persian books of the Parsees 3 , intended to be recited on 
certain occasions to avert certain l11aladies, evils and evil influences. 
I have given son1e of the nirangs in my papers -' before the Anthro-
pological Society of BOlnbay. Atnong the nira1Zl[s that no\\' exist, \\?e 
do not find any special nirang enjoined to be recited on the appearance 
of a COlllet. But it seen1S certain, that latterly, in ancient Persia, 
SOlne of the natural phenolnena \"ere believed to bring \\'ith thenl 
SOIne calanlities. As I have said in nry paper on "A fe\v ancient 
Beliefs about the Eclipse and a fe'w Superstitions based on these 
Beliefs, "5 "it \vas usual anlong the Parsees, until a fe\\' years ago, 
to say prayers on such occasions and to recite especially the l\lah-
bokhtar Nyaish in the praise of the 11100n during lunar eclipses. 
1\1r. Gaspard Drouville t1 said of the Zoroastrians in Persia in the 
early part of this century that "l1s adressent leurs prieres au soleil, 
et les jours d'ec1ipse sont pour eux jours de desolations et de deuil ; 
1 Persian-English Dictionary, p. 1441. 
2 Afrin-i Haft Ameshaspand 15. Ervad Tehmuras's text, p. I9I. 
3 Vide Revayet of Darab Hormazdyar, Bombay Uni"ersity Library Manuscript, Vo1. I., 
iolios 155-165. 
4 (a) Charms or amulets for some diseases of the Eye. The Journal of the Anthropolo-
gtcal Society of Bombay, Vol. III (J&,)4);,p. 338 et seq. (6) Nirang-i Jashan-i Burzigarftn. 
Ibid, Vol. V. (1<)00) p. 398. (c) Incantations for cutting the hair and the nails. Ibid. Vo!. VIII. 
5 Journal of the Anthropolog ical Society of Bombay, Vol. Ill, No. 6, p. 360. 
6 .. Voyage en Perse" faites en 1813 Tome II p_ 193. 
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ils se posterent alurs la face contre terre et ne se relevent qu'au retour 
des ravons de cet ;i'stre." 
\Ve \vill see further on, that the COlnets \\'ere b,elieved, as it \vere, to 
belong to the class of paris or fairies. So \ve have several Parsee 
uirangs st'ill existing, and still recited by l11any-though not on occa-
sions of the appearance of C0t11ets only-in \vhich paris (fairies) are 
Inentioned, ~lnd it is prayed that their influence l11ay be averted. One 
of these niran([{s is that kno\vn as the "Nirang of the Vanant ·Yasht." 
The other is that kno\\"n as the" Nirang of the Haon1a \-r asht."1 
The third nirang of this kind is the "Nirang-i-kusti, "2 -i.e., the 
prayer recited on putting on the sacred thread. The fourth is that 
kno\vn as the "Nirang-i-dur kardan-i-zuluI11-i divan "a darujan" 3, 
i.e., the incantation for averting the oppressive influence of the 
Del110ns and Drujs. 
C.-lVhat ha7.'e the piskinig/ln to say about the C01Jzets? 
N O\V, \ve COlne to the third part of this section. Let us exal11ine 
here briefly ,vhat the Pahlavi books of the pishinigan or the ancient 
Persians have to say generally on the subject of the C0t11ets. Before 
considering this subject, \ve n1ust, first of all note, that in the Pahlavi 
Bundehesh, \\'here\'er the C0111ets are referred to, they are generally 
referred to, together \\'ith the l11eteors. 
Meteors {lnd CO'iJlets classed together in Palzla7)i bOORS. 
A11110st all scientit1c \\Titers of the present day treat of conlcts 
and l11eteors in the saI11e chapter or division. 4 They think of these. 
as being hvo phenolnena of \vell nigh the salne kind. Sonle of the 
111eteoric sho\\'ers. are believed to be the disintegrated parts of a. 
COlnet. For exan1ple, the Perseides are believed to be connected 
\vith S\vift's COolet or the C0111et III of 1862. The ~>-\ndrol11edes are 
helieved to he the disintegrated portion of Biela's· COI11et. The Lyrids 
are connected \vith the C0111et I of 1861. The Leonides are connected 
with the COl11et known as the Tetnple. 
Prof. Ne\VC0111h connects these together, and \\'hile speaking of thet11 
under the heading" Connection of C0111ets and l\'1eteors " says :-
"These objects had originally for111ed part of the COl11et and had 
gradually separated frotn it. When a COlnet is disintegrated 
those portions of its mass \vhich are 110t c0111pletely dissipated 
1 Vide Spiegel's Avesta translated by Bleeck. Khordeh Avesta, Vol. IlL, p. ]90. LXV. 
Fide the Pazend Texts, edited by Ervad Edalji Kershaspjl Antia and published by the Trustee,> 
of the Parsee Punchayet of Bombay, p. 174. 2 Spiegellbid. p. 4. 
3 Y/de the Pazend Texts edited by E. K. Antia, pp. 181-182 • 
..., The Twentieth Century Atlas of Popular Astronomy by lhomas Heath (1903), Chap. 
XIII, p. 92. 
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continue to revolve around the sun as Ininute :partic1es, which get 
gradually separated froln each other in consequence of there being 
no sufficient bond of attraction, but they still 10110\\" each other in 
line in nearly the same orbit."1 
Reje1'"ence to the Comets zn the Bundelzesh. 
The Pahlavi Bundehesh, though it does not specifically refer to a.ny 
connection bet\vecn COlnets and 111eteors, speaks of thell1 together. 
At tinH~s, both these bodies are lnixed up together. I t refers to 
the COlnets in chapters V, I ; XXVIII, 44, and XXX, 18,31. 
The fifth chapter, \vhich is a chapter on a part of :\stronoll1Y, after 
speaking of the planets, speaks of t\VO heavenly bodies as" Gurclzeher 
va dU;3do 111ushpar dumbhomand." Dr. \Vest translates these \vorus 
as " Gocheher,2 and the thievish l\Iushpar provided ,,-ith tails." Here 
the \vord 'Gocheher' lnay, as suggested by Dr. \Vest, refer to 
tneteors. The \vord '1\1 ushpar' froll1 its epithet dU111bl10711and, i.e., 
"\vith tails," is evidently for the COInet. For this heavenly body of 
l\1ushpar (colllet) it is added" The sun has attached l\Iushpar to its 
o\\"n radiance by Illutual agreenlel1t, so that he ll1ay be less able h) 
do hanll."3 
, In the 28th chapter \\"e have the "vords "Gocheher royashn1an va 
UU111b va n1ush parik-i dUl11bhonland," -i.e., Gocheher, head and tail, 
and the tailed 111ush-parik. Here, \ye find that both the \\-ord~ 
" Gocheher" and" n1ush-parik" refer to COtllets. The \,-ords" hea~ 
and tail" attached to Gocheher sho\v that the \vord " Gocheher" also 
refers to the C0I11et. 
Then \ve find hvo t110re references to Gocheher in the 30th chaptel-
of the Bundehesh. In the first place, 'it says" Guclzeher chegu1J. 
day~n sepeher 111in tah£ bina bani val za1Jzik llafrullet.".J. l)r. 
\Vest thus translates the sentence:-" As Gochihar falls in the 
celestial sphere fro 111 a n10011 beanl on to the earth.'" Here, he 
takes the \vord " Gochihar" as referring to a 111eteor. But \Vindisch-
mann reads the \vord as " Gurzcheher " and translates it as "K.olnet 
Keulenkoph," £.e., "a club-headed cornet." J usti, reading it Gurcheher 
says of it, that it is '" the nal11e of a Call1et'' (n~-t1ne eines I~Olneten). 
Again, \ve read in the san1e chapter (Chap. XXX, 31). "Gocheher 
11tar pavan zak ayokshest 'vaiakhtall sltszel", t.e., "Gocheher burns 
the serpent in the IneIted I11etal." 
.1 Prof. Newcomb's Astronomy for everybody, pp. 28l-28.3. 
2 S. B. E .• Vol. V. (1880). pp. 21-22. 
3 lbid p. 22. 
4 Vide my Bundehesh, p. 158. 
5 S. B. E. V .• p. I}5. Chap. XXX. 18 
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< Pakhl'vi words f()r COllzets. 
Fron1 all these references in the Bundehesh, \ve find that the 
COlnets are kno\vn as "Gocheher" and " Mush" or " l\lush-parik." 
As to the \vord Gocheher, we find that the \vord itself varies in 
various manuscripts, and, even when \vritten in the sanle \vay in 
some manuscripts, it is read by scholars in various "Tays, because 
some of the letters of the Pahlavi alphabet adn1it of various readings. 
Taking both these facts into consideration, \ye find that the wory 
can be, and is, read as: Gochihar, Gurchihar, Gurgchihar, Gurzchihar, 
Durchihar, Gurzdar, GurgdA.r. The \vords l11ay respectively nlean 
"co\v-faced, boar-faced, w'olf-faced, mace or club-faced, far-faced, 
dub-keeper, \volf-keeper." S011le of the several "yords for a C0111et 
in nl0dern Persian, as given by Richardson in his English-Persian 
Dictionary, are juzahr ( J! )~) guzchahar ( Jt;- ) Jf ), guzh-
chaharah (')t~ j)'t). Dr. Steingass In his Persian-English 
Dictionary gives the words gauz-chahar (p. I 102 )~ j)'f) and 
jauzahr (p. 378 )t).r!- ) for a C011let. Nizatn-ud-din in his Tabakat i 
Akbari gives the word c, d ur-dane" ( ~ 1 j ).J j ) for a COlnet. All these 
are then derived fronl the Pahlavi word "Gurchihar" 'which can be, 
and \vhich is, read variously. All the Persian 'words for a conlet 
settle one thing, viz., that the Pahlavi \vord cc Gurchihar " and its 
equivalent readings in the Bundehesh refer Inore generally to 
" comets" than to " l11eteors." 
No\v, cOI11ing to the n1eaning of the Pahlavi \vord, \\'e find, that the 
" COlnet " has derived its nalne, either fron1 its apparent fonn of an 
aniI11al,-like the CO\\', boar, or \volf-or of an instrulnent like the 
lnace or club. These Pahlavi \vords then sho\v that Abul Fazl, \vhen 
he said that the conlet assumed the fornls of anilllals or of instru-
nlents like the spear or javelin, had 'the support of the Pahlavi 
,vritings-the 'writings of the ancient Persians "Thorn he called the 
pishinigan, i.e., the ancients. 
Coming to the second \vord in Pahlavi for a cOlnet, viz., l\lush-par, 
we do not find, that it has given an equivalent word to Persian for a 
comet. The 'word occurs t\\'ice tn the Bundehesh (Chap. V, I, 2 and 
Chap. XXVIII, 44). That the word is used for a COlnet is evident, 
because it has the appellation dumbho111and, i.e., "\\"ith a tail" attached 
to it in both the places. As the words cc ro},ashlltan va dU'11lb," i.e., 
"head and tail" are a..ttaclJed to the word Goclu'''al', and as the 'word 
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"dulnbholnand," i.e., "\vith tail," is attached to "l\lush-par," I 
.conclude that the Pahlavi \vriters divided C0111ets into the folIo\\'ing two 
.classes :-
(I) Those which 'were quite uistinct, and \\'hich appeared both 
with their heads (or to speak in the 1110dern scientific lan-
guage \vith their nucleus and C0111a) and their tails. 
(2) Those \yhich appeared rather indistinct, -i.e., those \vhose 
tails only appeared. 
I think Abul Fazl's diyision of the COlnets into t\yo classes, viz., (I) 
the Za\vat'l-az\vab, (or zuzvabe), i.e., those \vith locks of hair and (2) 
the Zuzanab, i.e., those \vith tails, corresponds to the aboye division ot 
the Pahlayi Bundehesh, '].!i::., the Gochihar and the Mush-par. 
As to the 111eaning of the \yord l\Iush-par, it is difficult to settle it. In 
an old text of the Bundehesh, in one place (Chapter XX,?" I I I, 4), the 
word is given as 1\,1 ush-parik. I This Afuslz-par or llfuslz-parik is the 
Mush-pairika of the A.Yesta CYa~na XVI 8, LXVIII 8) \\'here the \vords 
:i\lush and pairika, See111 to have been used as t\yO separate \yords. 
The Avesta \vord pairika is the sal11e as Pahlavi parik Persian pari, 
English fairy. Thus, \ve find, that ":\Iush," the Avesta and Pahlavi 
\\Tord for a cOl11et, has the \vord pairika or parik or jJar lneaning fairy, 
attached to it, both in the Avesta and in the Pahlavi. SiIllilarIy, \ve 
find that the "1\leteors" \\'hich belong to the salne class of bodies as 
the" COInets," are referred to in the AYesta (Tir \Tasht 8), as belonging 
to a class of fairies. 
It appears fro 111 SOlne of the Pahlavi books, that at one ti111e, the 
ancient Persians distinguished bet\veen the Sun, the 1\loon and the 
Fixed Stars on the one hand, and the planets, the COl11ets and 111eteors 
on the other hand. The forn1er belonged to the class of the creation 
of Spenta l\lainuyu, -i.e., the Good Spirit, and the latter to that of the 
creation of the Angra l\Iainyu, i.e., the Evil Spirit. 2 In the Pahlavi 
Zadspara111 (chap. IV, 3) the planets are represented as being opposed 
to the Sun and the 1\10011. The reason, \vhy the Sun, the l\Ioon and 
the Fixed Stars are represented as belonging to the creations of the 
Good Spirit, and the planet and the con1ets and Ineteors to those of 
the Evil Spirit, seelns to be this: \Vhat is orderly and systelnatic is 
said to 1110ve in the path of Asha, i.e., Righteousness and Order. 
What is disorderly and unsyste111atic is opposed to Asha and is said 
to move in the path of the Dravant, -i.e., the \\·andering. No\v 
"( Planets" as their very English \vord (frotn its Greek root signifying to 
1 S. B. E .. Vol. V (1880), p. 22 n. I. 
The Bundehesh, Chap. XXVHI. 4-3-45; S. B. E., Vol. V (1880), pp. 113-1I4. 
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" \vander") ilnplies, are "\vandering stars," as conlpared \vith the 
" fixed stars." So they are represented to belong to the class of the 
Evil Spirit. 
The fairies, according to the ideas of the ancient Persians, belonged 
to the class of the creations of the Evil Spirit. Pairik, Parik, Par or 
Pari, the Iranian \vords for a 'fairy' conle frol11 a root" par " n1e~ning 
" to ten1pt, to enchant." rrhe English \\'ord 'fairy' also con1es fron1 a 
sitnilar root (fier to enchant). Thus, the \vandering bodies of comets 
and Ineteors \vere ternled 'fairies' as belonging to the class of the 
creatures of the Evil Spirit. 
This idea of considering the planets and the COlnets and Ineteors 
as belonging to the class of the Evil Spirit seen1S to be a later one. 
It does not seenl to be early Avestaic. rrhis appears fronl the very 
nanles of the planets. They all bear the nan1es of SOIne of the 
Yazatas or good beings nanled in the Avesta. For exan1ple, the planet 
Jupiter is called Onnazd (Ahura l\Iazda). l\lars is called Behar&n1 
(Verethragna). Venus is called NA.hid (~\nahita). The OulalnA.-i 
Islan1 1 says that Ahura Nlazda had given these planets good nan1es. 
Thus the idea of attributing evil influences to the Illeteors and cOInets, 
'which we see in later Pahlavi books and in the Persian books of 
l\lahonledan authors, seenlS to be a later one. 
"Ve find a reference to the conlets (l\lush-pairika) In the Avesta 
also. They are referred to in the (Ya\,na X\lI 8, LX\'" I I I 8). The 
Pahlavi translators of the Axesta render 1\1 ush-Parika by 1\1 ushparik. ~ 
The Persian rendering of this is d 111ush yani pari hadhnzad 3 "i.e., 
l\fush, \vhich is the ill-born fairy. In the above \'" a<;na, \ve find 
faint allusions to the belief that the appearances of the comets \vere 
opposed to the prosperity of a country. 
No\v, as to the \vord l\'lush, \vhich fonns the first part of the \vord 
Mush-parika, 1\1 ush-parik or 1\1 ush-par) it COll1es fro111 the Aryan root 
" Inush " to injure. This \vord seelns to be the salne as Persian Mush ( V,ye } English" tnouse." So, perhaps one Jnay take it, that one 
of the anilnal forn1s, \vhich, the cotnet, according to Abut Fazl, "vas 
believed to assume, \vas that of the '( tnouse." Prof. Harlez derives 
the \vord froIn the Joot "111ush" to steal, "'hich \ve find in the 
Sanskrit \vord, 1nusknami, i.e., a thief. If \ve take that to be the proper 
root of the word, the Pahlavi \\yord "duzina" (Persian duzd ~ j j J 
. 1 Fragm-ents, relatifs a la Religion de Zoroastre. Extraits des Manuscripts Persans de 
ia Bibliotheque du Roi (Paris 1829) p. 5- Vide M. Blochet's article" Le Livre Intituh~' 
L'oulama~i-Islam " in the" Revue de l'Histoire des Religions (18gB). 
2 Spiegel's Pahlavi Ya\,na, p. cp. 1. I (mush-parir). 
3 My manuscript of the Avesta-Pahlavi~Persian Ya,na, Vol. I, p. 188. 
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i.e.; a thief, \vhich \ve find applied to l\Iush-par in the Bundehesh, sup-
ports that assulnption. Dr. l\1ills asks :-" Is it possible that a plague 
of mice is Ineant, l1zuslz being here undeclinable?" This renlinds 
us of \vhat is said in the abovell1entioned lVIaholnedan \vork, the 
" IkbA.l nal11eh-i-J ehangiri." There, in the account of the phenolne-
non of a COI11et that appeared in the 13th year of I{ing Jehangir, it is 
said :-"In the environs and dependencies of the city, the mice had 
increased to such an extent that they left no trace of either crops or 
fruits. With the greatest difficulty, perhaps, only one-fourth of the 
produce \vas saved to the culti\'ators. In the sanle Inanner, the fields 
of l11elons, and the produce of orchards and vineyards \vere totally 
destroyed ; and ",hen no fruit and no corn renlained in the gardens and 
in the fields, by degrees the l11ice all died off. "1 
The Bundehesh (Chap. V.) says of the COlnet that "the sun has at-
tached l\lush-par (-i.e., the cOlnet) to its o\vn radiance by 111utual 
agreelnent, so that he l11ay be less able to do harnl." 2 This statenlent 
refers to the Inovement of the conlet round the sun, alluded to by 
Abul Fazl and referred to bv . 1110dern scientific \\'riters, \\'ho sav that 
. ..,; 
l110ving under the influence of the sun, it ah\'ays describes a conic 
section, the curve of \vhich is in the fonn of an ellipse, a parabola or 
an hyperbola. 
The evil influences believed to be resulting frol11 the appearance of 
a con1et as ll1entioned by Abul Fazl are thus referred to in the Bun-
dehesh :-" By theln these ten \\'orldly creations, that is, the sky, 
,,'ater, earth, vegetation, aninlals, 111etals, "'ind, light, fire, and Inan-
kind, are corrupted \vith all this vileness; and fronl theln cala111ity, 
captivity, disease, death, and other evils and corruptions ever conle to 
,vater, vegetation and the other creatures \vhich exist in the ,,'orld."3 
The Bundehesh 4 thus refers to the terror struck anlong the people 
hy the appearance of a COlllet :-" The distress of the earth becomes 
such like as that of a sheep \vhen a \,"olf falls upon it." The 
Avesta,5 Pahlavi, Pazend 6 and Persian'j books "Then they ,,'ant to 
speak of a great alann or terror, use this silnile, vz'z., that of the sheep, 
heing frightened bv the cOIning of a \volf in their'lnidst. 
I Elliofs History of India, Vol. VI, p. 40 7. 
2 S. B. E. Vol. V (1880) p. 22;' 
3 Bundehesh, Chap. XXVIII, 45. S. B. E. \\.,1. Y. p. Iq .. 
4 lbid Chap. XXX, 18. S. B. E., Vol. V, p. I2S. 
5 Vendidad XIX, 33. 
6 Afrin-i Ardafarosh. 
7 Le Livre des rois par M. Mohl, \'01. 1. p. 365. "11 apercut ses hommes de guerre qu 
avaicnt peur de I'e1ephant comme une brebis quand elle yoit la faee du ilmp." 
